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DISCLAIMER 

This report was prepared as an account of work spomored by an agency of the United 
States Government. Neither the United States Government nor any agency thereof, nor 
any of their employees, make any warran@, express or implied, or assumes any legal liabili- 
ty or responsibiity for the accuracy, completeness, or usefulness of any information, appa- 
ratus, product, or process disclosed, or represents that its use would not infringe privately 
owned rights. Reference herein to any specific commercial product, process, or service by 
trade name, trademark, manufacturer, or otherwise does not necessan'ly constitute or 
imply its endorsement, recommendation, or favoring by the United S'Qtes Government or 
any agency thereof. The views and opinions of authors expressed herein do not necessar- 
ily state or reflect those of the United States Government or any agency thereof. 



EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

I 

The U.S. Department of Energy (DOE) has asked Gustavson Associates,-Inc. to serve as an 

Independent Petroleum Consultant under contract DE-ACO 1 -96FE64202. This authorizes a study 

and recommendations regarding fbture development of Naval Oil Shale Reserve No. 2 (NOSR-2) 

in Uintah and Carbon Counties, Utah (Figure 0.1). The report that follows is the Phase I1 Final 

Report for that study. Additional details are provided in the Addendum (the Phase I Property 

Description and Fact Finding Report). 

The key property elements that positively affect the estimated value of NOSR-2 include the 

following: -income from grazing or leasing of grazing rights, potential income from oil and gas 

leasing on exploratory (or nonprospective) acreage, potential value of seismic options, potential 

value of oil shale (and all other minerals). Key elements that negatively impact the estimated 

value include: environmental assessment costs, operating budgets, and lease sale expenses. 

The United States of America owns 100 percent of the mineral rights and about 60 percent of 

the surface rights in NOSR-2. The Ute Indian Tribe owns the other 40 percent of the surface. 

This 88,890-acre tract was set aside as an oil shale reserve for the U.S. Navy by an Executive 

Order of President Wilson in 1916. Management of NOSR-2 is the responsibility of DOE. 
1 

Gustavson Associates has conducted a study and made recommendations regarding which of the 

following options, or combination of options, would maximize the value of NOSR-2 to the 

United States: 

Option 1: Retention and operation of all or part of NOSR-2 by the Secretary of Energy 

under Chapter 641 of Title 10, United States Code. 

Option 2: Transfer of all or a part of NOSR-2 to the Department of the Interior for leasing 

in accordance with the Mineral Leasing Act (30 U.S.C. 181 et seq.) and surface 

management in accordance with the Federal Land Policy and Management Act (43 

U.S.C. 1701 et seq.). 
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Option 3: Transfer of all or part of NOSR-2 to the jurisdiction of another federal agency for 

administration under Chapter 641 of Title 10,' United States Code. 

Option 4: Sale of the interest of the United States of all or a part of NOSR-2. 

No drilling for oil and gas has occurred omthe property and no production has been established. 

No reserves are present, although the area is hypothesized to overlay gas resources. Mapping by 

the U.S. Geological Survey and others has resulted in speculative seismic leads for structures that 

may or may not hold conventional oil and gas. All of the mineral rights (including oil shale) 

must be considered exploratory and the mineral rights must be valued accordingly. 

The highest and best use o f  the mineral estate at this time is for generation of income from The highest and best use o f  the mineral estate at this time is for generation of income from 

evaluation of the seismic leads under option or lease from the owner, and from generation of 

income on the balance of the nonprospective acreage by leasing (bonus and rentals). There is a 

reasonably active market of recent leasing of nearby federal, state, tribal and private mineral 

rights. These data have been utilized in estimating the Fair Market Value of the mineral rights 

at NOSR-2. 

Domestic livestock grazing is currently the most economically important use of NOSR-2. This 

is managed by the Bureau of Land Management (BLM) for DOE and provides a revenue stream 

to the United States through the leasing of grazing rights. 

The highest and,best use of the surface and water rights is generation of income from grazing 

leases. Comparable sales of similar types of lands have been utilized to estimate the Fair Market 

Value of the surface and water rights at NOSR-2. 

The highest and best use of NOSR-2 is for a combination of activities related principally to 

generation of income from livestock grazing and leasing of oil and gas rights. These uses are 

compatible with each other, provide minimal interference and tend to be additive in valuation. 

1.. . 
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The option recommended ze value to the United States is Option 4, sale of the interest 

of the United States of all or part of NOSR-2. Evaluation of this option results in an estimated 

value which is more than thre s greater than the next highest estimated value, for Option 

2, transfer to the Department Interior for leasing. 

iv 
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conclusion will reflect all known information. In the case of appraising the surface, some 

departure provisions were invoked and are discussed below. Hence, this is a Limited Appraisal. 

In the process of preparing the surface appraisal, the work completed has gone beyond the typical 

definition of a limited appraisal and would approach a complete appraisal, limited though by the 

fact that (a) only the market ach was used (the income approach could have been marginally 
useful but was left out because of schedule constraints), and (b) some of the comparable sales 

data was furnished by others and not independently verified. It is the opinion of this Appraiser 

that the market data approach provides a reasonable estimate of value for the surface which can 

be relied upon for valuing the property as an entirety. 

This self-contained report is prepared under USPAP Standard 2-2(A) to document this 

Appraiser’s Appraisal and consulting service. This self-contained report contains to the fullest 

extent possible and practicable, full and complete explanations of the data, reasoning and analyses 

that were used to develop the opiAion of value and the results of our consulting service. It also 

includes thorough descriptions of the subject property, the property’s locale, the market for the 

property type and this Appraiser’s opinion of the highest and best use. 

’ This appraisal report provides enough information on each topic so that the reader of the report 

can follow the reasoning without having to make leaps of faith. In cases where additional details 

may be necessary the reader will, at each occasion, be referred to the Property Description and 

Fact Finding Report for each of the NPR and NOSR properties dated 30 June 1996 and submitted 

on 18 July 1996, for further substantiation. The intention has therefore been that the reader 
should understand solely on the basis of what is herein written how this Appraiser has arrived 

at the conclusions and recommendations. 

1.3 PROPERTY SUMMARY 

The United States of America owns 100 percent of the mineral rights in NOSR-2, and we are 

relying on this claim for the purpose of this evaluation., This 88,890.42-acre area is located in 
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Uintah and Carbon Counties inreastern Utah (Figure 1.1). This tract was set aside as an oil shale 

reserve for the U.S. Navy by an Executive Order of President Wilson in 1916. NOSR-2 consists 

of approximately 139 square miles comprising most of Townships 12 and 13 South, Ranges 18 

and 19 East. Management of NOSR-2 is the responsibility of the U.S. Department of Energy 

(DOE). 

According to Chapter 641, Title 10, U.S. Code, dated August 10, 1956, the Secretary of the 

Navy, and through subsequent transfer of responsibility, the Secretary of Energy, is authorized 

to "...explore prospect, conserve, use and operate ..." the Naval Petroleum and Oil Shale Reserves, 

including NOSR-2. This authority was given provided that use and operation be for (1) the 

protection, conservation, maintenance and testing of the Reserve or (2) production of petroleum 

whenever such production is required for the national defense (Naval Petroleum and Oil Shale 

Reserves Fiscal Year 1995 Annual Operating Plan). 

. 

Approximately 40 percent of the surface estate is contained within the Hill Creek Extension to 

the Uintah and Ouray Indian Reservation, headquartered in Fort Duchesne, Utah (Figure I .  1). 

The Ute Indian Tribe has requested assistance from DOE in (1) transferring NOSR-2 to the Tribe, 

. (2) preparation of legislation to effect the transfer, and (3) short-term technical assistance if the 

Tribe is to develop and protect the NOSR-2 lands. This request does not represent an 
impediment to development. 

1.4 DESCRIPTION OF SCENARIOS 

As authorized in contract DE-ACO 1 -96FE64202, Gustavson Associates was retained by DOE to 

serve as an Independent Petroleum Consultant as specified in Section 3416 of the National 

Defense Authorization Act for Fiscal Year 1996, P.L. 104-106 (1 10 Stat. 186). As stated in the 

Act, we have conducted a study and made recommendations regarding which of the following 

options, or combination of options, would maximize the value of NOSR-2 to the United States: 

Act, we have conducted a study and made recommendations regarding which of the following 

options, or combination of options, would maximize the value of NOSR-2 to the United States: 

, 
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Retention and operation of all or part of NOSR-2 by the Secretary of Energy under 

Chapter 641 of Title 10, United States Code. 

Transfer of all or part of NOSR-2 to the jurisdiction of another federal agency for 

administration under Chapter 641 of Title 10, United States Code. 

Transfer of all or a part of NOSR-2 to the Department of the Interior for leasing in 

accordance with the Mineral Leasing Act (30 U.S.C. 181 et seq.) and surface 

management in accordance with the Federal Land Policy and Management Act (43 

U.S.C. 1701 et seq.). 

Sale of the interest of the United States of all or a part of NOSR-2. 

Our study includes an examination of the value to be derived by the United States from the 

retention, transfer or sale of NOSR-2. The study includes an assessment and estimate of the Fair 

Market Value of the interest of the United States in this property. The assessment and estimate 
- 

were made in a manner consistent with customary property valuation practices in the oil and gas 

industry. 

1.5 GENERAL SCOPE OF REPORT 

This Report reflects the following general scope of work performed by this Appraiser from April 

1. 

4 

2. 

to August. 1996: 

Delivery of an Implementation PZan in May, 1996, containing an initial review of documents, 

a time frame and schedule for project completion, and identification of additional work and 

studies required. 

Meetings with DOE personnel in Washington, D.C. and Casper, Wyoming; with Fluor Daniel 

(NPOSR) Inc. personnel in Casper; meetings with Bureau of Indian Affairs personnel in Fort 
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Duchesne, Utah; 

Duchesne; and a personal inspection of the property. 

a meeting with the Ute Indian Tribe’s Business Committee in Fort 

3. Research for, and preparation of, a Phase I report, titled Property Descretion and Fact- 

Finding Report for NOSR-2, which was previously submitted to DOE in draft format, dated 

June 30, 1996. It is included with this Phase I1 Final Report as an Addendum. The research 

was described in detail in the Phase I Report. Corrections to the draft, based on information 

provided by DOE (and subsequent research), have been made and incorporated in the 

Addendum. 

4. Completion of Task 11, an overview of the petroleum geology of that pprtion of the Uinta 

Basin which immediately surrounds NOSR-2 for the purpose of assessing comparability with 

other exploratory acreage (Appendix J of the Addendum). 

5. Upon completion of Phase I, research for, and preparation of, this Phase I1 Final Report, 

which is consistent with the Implementation Plan and contains the relevant findings, 

supporting data, underlying assumptions and recommendations. The research is described in 

detail later in this Report. 

1.6 ORGANIZATION OF REPORT 

This Report is organized in seven major sections. Preceding this Introduction (Section 1) is an 

Executive Summary which highlights the methodologies utilized and the recommendations 

provided. Following the Introduction is a Section on each of the alternatives for future operations 

at NOSR-2 that DOE authorized us to consider. These are: 

Section 2: Retention and Continued Operation by DOE 

Section 3: Transfer to the Department of the Interior 

Section 4: Transfer to Another Federal Agency 

Section 5: Sale of the Property. 
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2. RETENTION AND CONTINUED OPERATION 
BY DEPARTMENT OF ENERGY 

2.1 RETENTION OVERVIEW 

2.1.1 Introduction 

AS authorized in contract DE-ACO 1 -96FE64202, Gustavson Associates was retained by DOE to 

serve as an Independent Petroleum Consultant as specified in Section 3416 of the National 

Defense Authorization Act for Fiscal Year 1996, P.L. 104-106 (1 10 Stat. 186). As stated in the 

Act, we have conducted a study and made recommendations regarding the following options, to 

maximize the value of NOSR-2 to the. United States: 

Retention and operation of all or part of NOSR-2 by the Secretary of Energy under 

Chapter 641 of Title 10, United States Code. 

Our study includes an examination of the value to be derived by the United States from the 

retention of NOSR-2 and includes an assessment of the interest of the United States in this 

property. The assessment was made in a manner consistent with the customary property valuation 

practices in the oil and gas industry. 

2.1.2 Summary of Current Operations 

No drilling for oil and gas has occurred on the property and no production has been established. 
No reserves are present, although the area is hypothesized to overlay gas resources. Three 

seismic surveys, acquired from 1967 i o  1981 at NOSR-2, total 66.25 miles of data. NOSR-2 is 

located south of the Greater Natural Buttes Field, which produces gas -from low permeability 

sandstones in the Mesaverde and Wasatch Formations. 
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A field inspection was made by this Appraiser on June 24,1996 with an authorized representative 

of the Bureau of Indian Affairs (BIA). There was no specific inventory made of coke rc i a l  

surface uses such as grazing, farming, quarrying or development of any kind during this visit. 

Management of the surface resources is provided by the Vernal and Moab, Utah offices of U.S. 

Bureau of Land Management (BLM) and is funded by DOE under a Memorandum of 

Understanding. Funds are transferred frpm DOE to BLM for custodial management activities 

related to the following: 

Watershed 

Archeological, historical and cultural resources 

Threatened and endangered species; wild horses 

Liaison with the Bureau of Indian Affairs 

Fire suppression 

Road maintenance 

Public use and recreation 
Grazing and rangeland resource studies 

BLM’s Hill Creek Planning Unit, which is part of the Book Cliffs Resource area, provides 

administration for 95 percent of NOSR-2 in the Vernal District Office. BLM surface 

management responsibilities include oversight and permitting for domestic livestock grazing, and 

recreational activities such as hunting and river rafting and general impact maintenance. 

The U.S. Soil Conservation Service (SCS) classifies NOSR-2 as an area subject to moderate 

erosion, and in isolated, heavily grazed areas the property is subject to more severe erosion 

conditions. (a) 
approximately 65 percent is steep, rocky slope unsuitable for grazing or agriculture (i.e. non- 

irrigable); (b) approximately 34 percent is moderately sloped with shallow soil suitable for 

domestic stock or game grazing; and (c) approximately one percent (in the far northeastern 

The SCS divides NOSR-2 into three land capability classifications: 
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corner) contains fair to good agricultural soil.’ The annual growing season is an average of 140 

days per year, beginning in early May, lasting through mid-September. 

Domestic livestock grazing is currently the most important use of NOSR-2. The 1994 DOE 

Study of Alternative Development Options indicates that . present grazing capacity is 

approximately 600 animal unit-months (AUMs) for cattle, 3,800 AUMs for sheep and about 250 

AUMs for deer. The BLM leases the surface rights for NOSR-2. The leasing rates are based 

upon AUMs. BLM has advised this Appraiser that NOSR-2 has 7,332 AUMs. BLM leases only 

the DOE surface, which is approximately 60 percent of NOSR-2, or 4,000‘AUMs. At the 

Government rate of $1.35/AUM, revenue to the Federal Government is estimated to be $64,800 

for 12 months of leasing. We have relied on this information from BLM. For fiscal year 1996, 

DOE estimates BLM charges for administering these leases to be $1 1,500. DOE estimates their 

own cost to be $1,000 per year. The resulting net revenue of $52,300 is assumed to continue into 

the future. 

Wood production from piiion-juniper woodlands on NOSR-2 is marginal. Available stocks from 

the woodlands occupy between 25 percent and 35 percent of the surface area and are used for 

small quantities of products such as fence posts and firewood. Commercial timber does not exist 

on NOSR-2. 

Poor accessibility to NOSR-2 impedes full development of recreational activities. The current 

primary recreation activities are hunting and river rafting. Game animals hunted in this area 

include mule deer, chuckar partridge, cottontail rabbit, Canadian geese and several other species. 

Desolation Canyon. a section of the Green River system, cuts through the northwest corner of 

NOSR-2 and is a very popular area for river rafting in the region. BLM may designate this 

portion of the Green River system a “Wild and Scenic” river under the Wild and Scenic Rivers 

Act of 1968. This designation could potentially remove 1/4 mile of riverbank property (on both 

’ Study of Alternative Development Options for the Naval Oil Shale Reserves Nos. 1 & 2. 
U.S. Department of Energy. June, 1994. 
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sides) from consideration for oil development (dire tional drilling could potentially mitigate the 

effect of this removal). 

The Utah Natural Heritage Program has stated that there appears to be no significant natural 

grass, shrub, or forest communities on NOSR-2. If development occurs, a biological resources 

study would be conducted which would identify any natural communities in this area. According 

to the Utah Division of Wildlife Resources, a wide range of wildlife species are known or thought 

to occur on NOSR-2. Wildlife populations include game animals, non-game animals, non-game 

birds and fish. The most important consideration for surface development with regard to wildlife 

is its impact on critical habitat. Critical yearlong habitat for the mule deer is located along the 

Green Rives. The entire southern half of NOSR-2 serves as a critical winter habitat for elk. In 
addition to critical habitat, the area provides general range habitat for chuckar partridge, Rocky 

Mountain bighorn sheep and desert bighorn sheep. 

2.1.3 SDecific Scope of Review 

In addition to the work described in Section 1.5 (the general scope of this Report), the following 

specific scope of review for the option to retain NOSR-2 by DOE was made: 

1. Information was obtained from DOE, BLM, the Utah Division of Water, and others regarding 

management costs, income, water rights and surface uses at NOSR-2. 

2. The value to be derived by the United States by retention of this property assuming 

continuation of current operations was estimated. 
* 

2.1.4 Assumptions and Limiting Conditions 

The following assumptions and limiting conditions apply to our review of the option to retain 

NOSR-2 for continued operation by DOE. 
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Gas, oil, oil shale and other minerals may be- present at NOSR-2, but any commercial value is 

strictly speculative. Therefore, no income stream is assumed from production of minerals, and 

the prices of these minerals (and escalation of these prices) play no role in our evaluation. 

DOE indicates that NOSR-2 includes approximately 88,890 acres. We have relied on this 

estimate. Approximately 60 percent of the surface rights at NOSR-2 is owned by the United 

States. The remainder is owned by the Ute Indian Tribe. The Tribe has concerns about access 

to their portion of this acreage that present a potential impediment to development of that part 

of NOSR-2. 

The DOE intends to conduct a pre-development baseline assessment of cultural and biological 

resources to determine the sensitive areas and potential impacts that would accrue with a 
development scenario at NOSR-2. A study of water quality, air quality, and Naturally Occurring 

Radioactive Materials (NORM) is planned to establish baseline levels prior to development. If 

the DOE retains ownership of this property and plans to develop it, compliance with the National 

Environmental Policy Act (NEPA) will require that a Sitewide Environmental Impact Statement 

is conducted before drilling occurs. This scenario contemplates continued operation, not 

development, of NOSR-2, so no environmental costs are included in this option's appraisal. 

(According to the Environmental, Safety, and Health Management Plan for NPOSR, the pre- 

development costs to the DOE for environmental liabilities, excluding the plugging costs for core 

holes may total $2,663,300). 

Nineteen shallow oil shale assessment core holes were drilled on NOSR-2. A DOE employee 

located two of these sites in June, 1996. Two holes were found and "drilling material" was on 

both sites. The other 17 sites were not found. Plugging requirements and cost are impossible 

to determine precisely. 

As noted above, there has been no drilling for, or production of, oil and gas (or other minerals) 

from NOSR-2. Therefore, there are no environmental liabilities related to previous oil and gas 
drilling and production. However, as DOE notes, it is possible that mud (or other "drilling 
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material") on the sites of the shallow core holes should be tested for hazardous materials. If these 

are found, a Treatment, Storage and Disposal (TSD) permit from the appropriate TSD facility 

will be needed, among other requirements. 

The Bureau of Land Management has "diligence claims" to water on NOSR-2 for stockwatering 

(Appendix A). If the DOE chooses to develop the minerals on NOSR-2, the BLM will not be 

able to sever diligence claims from the land and continue to use, or sell the water, since it is not 

a bonafide water riglit. According to the Utah Division of Water, the adjudication process for 

this water is incomplete. However, Bob Leak, of'the State Engineers Office, has stated that these 

claims can continue to be used for livestock watering purposes. Development of minerals with 

the existing water user claims is not possible without a change of use by the State Engineer's 

office. If the DOE would like to change the use of the water to mineral development. the cost 

of changing the permit will be comparable to a new appropriation. Mr. Leak indicated that there 

is ample unappropriated water for energy development in this area and does not foresee 

impediments to obtaining a water right at NOSR-2. The total surface water users claims include 

.15 cubic feet per second from several springs on-site and 13.85 annual acre-feet diverted from 

site reservoirs. 

We have been informed by the Casper office of DOE that the total management costs for NOSR- 
2 are as follows: 

Actual FY 94 Actual FY 95 Estimate FY 96 

Vernal - BLM $10,555 $17,700 $ 4,500 

Moab - BLM 9,573 6,200 7,000 

Fluor Daniel 1,223 0 0 

DOE 

TOTAL 
1,274 0 1,000 

$22,625 $23,900 $12,500 
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This Appraiser has averaged the budgets for 1996 and the two previous years and arrives at 

$19,675. This number has been rounded to $20,000 for puiposes of determining the costs of 

maintaining current operations by DOE. 

We have also been informed by the Casper office of DOE that, to the best of their knowledge, 

there is no income from NOSR-2 from water or mineral uses, including leasing. However, BLM 
informs us that an estimated $52,300 (net) is obtained by the United States fiom leasing of 

grazing rights. This Appraiser has relied on this information for purposes of determining future 

income, assuming maintaining current operations by DOE. 

The NPOSR, as a part of the Federal Government is not responsible for federal, state, or local 

taxes. Under continued operation, no taxes or payments in lieu of taxes are anticipated. 

The discount rate is a key variable in deteqnining the net present value (NPV). In the income 

approach to valuation, a discount rate is applied to future net income to determine the present 

value of the cash stream. DOE makes expenditures for management of the properties. Based on 

the Office of Management and Budget (OMB) Circular No. A-94, OMB recommends using 

constant dollar and a real discount rate of seven percent for public investments. Therefore, 

present value of the future expenditures for general management and maintenance of NOSR-2 are 

discounted at seven percent. 

Land leasing activities, for example, grazing rights, include price risk. As such, three percent is 

added to the nominal seven percent Government program discount rate discussed above. The 

resulting ten percent nominal discount rate is then used to estimate the NPV of the land leasing 

activities. 

The water rights were not valued separately from the value of the land because they are 

considered to be part of the inherent value of the land which supports the user for the designated 

use at the time of the water appropriation. Water can be severed from property and sold in most 

states; however, reappropriating an existing water right for an alternative use is difficult and 
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expensive to accomplish. Therefore, this Appraiser assumes that the water rights will remain with 

NOSR-2 in the case of retention, transfer or sale of the properties. The value of the water rights 

is reflected in the land value as part of its overall utility. 

2.2 VALUATION METHODOLOGY 

2.2.1 Standards 

- 
Income based approaches to estimation of value are appropriate only as they apply to a use of 

*the property that is reasonably certain. Under this option (retention by DOE) only existing uses 

of the property are considered reasonably certain. All other uses. such as minerals leasing, are 

speculative under this option and may not be considered. An income-b&ed approach to 

valuation, based on current budgets and income, has been utilized. 

. 

The income approach bases the value of an asset upon the present worth of the asset's future net 

income. This approach is common to industry and recommended by the Office of Management 

and Budget Circular No. A-94 Section 8.b. 1. The present worth is obtained by discounting the 

asset's future net income to the current year. A nominal discount rate of seven percent plus three 

percent, adjusted for risk, is used as described in Section 2.1.4. This results in a total discount' 

rate of ten percent. The midyear discounting method is used to reflect income and/or 
expenditures occurring over the course of the year. In the case of retention of NOSR-2 by the 

I 

DOE, the income approach is applied to the expected expenditures. Using the income approach 

to the cashflow results in a positive net present value (NPV) as described in Section 2.3. 



2.3 EXAMINATION AND DISCUSSION OF VALUE 

2.3.1 Surface Rights 

Surface rights, including land classification, current uses and wildlife habitat, are described in 

Section 2.1.2 of this Report. We have been informed by DOE that there is no current income 

from surface uses at NOSR-2. However, we have prepared a cashflow model based on 

information provided by BLM (Section 2.1.2). An annual net income of $52,300 discounted at 

ten percent until FY 2030 results in a NPV of $527,056. 

2.3.2 Water Rights 
\ 

Water rights, principally for stockwatering, are described in Section 2.1.4 of this Report. We 

have been informed by DOE that there is no current income specifically from water rights at 
NOSR-2. Therefore, no value can be attributed to the water rights if NOSR-2 is retained for 

continued operation by DOE. 

2.3.3 Minerals 

Under this scenario there would continue to be no leasing of the mineral rights andpo income 

from production of minerals, including oil, gas, oil shale, flagstone, etc. (This represents the 

status quo.) Therefore, no value can be attributed to the mineral rights if NOSR-2 is retained for 

continued operation by DOE. 
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2.3.4 Opinion of Value 

Based upon the annual maintenance costs of $20,000 and the income approach described in 
Sections 2.2.2 and 2.3, the NPV of the property is $261,130 (Table 2.1). This is derived by 

subtracting discounted aimual maintenance costs of $265,926 from discounted income from 

surface uses of $527,056. Therefore, our opinion of value for this option is approximately 

$260,000. 



Table 2.1 

Retention Option - Cashflow Analysis 

FY99 , 
FYOO ' 

FYI 1 

FY2 
FY3 
FY4 i 
FY5 1 
FY6 
FY7 , 

FY8 
FY9 
FY10 
-FYI 1 
FYI2 
FYI3 , 
FYI4 , 
FYI5 
FYI6 
FYI7 
FY18 
FY19 

I 

! 

(20,000) (18,0701 52,300 45,333 
(20,000) (16,8881 52,300 41,212 
(20,000) (1 5,7831 52,300 37,465 
(20,000) (14,7501 34,059 
(20,000) (13,7851 52,300 30,963 
(20,000) (12,884J 52,300 28,148 
(20,000) (12,041i 52,300 25,589 

(1 1,253i 52,300 23,263 
(I 031 71 52,300 21,148 

(20,000) (9,8291 52,300 19,226 
(20,000) (9,1861 52,300 17,478 
(20,000) (8,5851 52,300 15,889 
(20,000) (8,023 
(20,000) (7,498 
(20,000) (7,008 
(20,000) (6,549): 52,300 10,852 
(20,000) (6,121 9,866 
(20,000) (5,720 8,969 
(20,000) (5,3461 52,300 8,154 
(20,000) (4,9961 52,300 7,412 
(20,000) (4,6701 52,300 6,738 
(20,000) (4,364) 52,300 6,126 

FY20 ~ (20,000) (4,O79JL 52,300 5,569 
FY21 1 .  (20,000) (3,8121 52,300 5,063 
FY22 
FY23 
FY24 
FY25 
FY26 
FY27 
FY28 
FY29 
FY30 

TOTAL 

1 (20,000) (3,562): 52,300 
(20,000) (3,329); 52,300 
(20,000) (3,tIZ)r 52,300 

1 (20,000) (2,908) 52,300 
(20,000) (2,718)1; 52,300 
(20,000) (2,5401 52,300 
(20,000) (2,374j 52,300 
(20,000) (2,218) 52,300 

j (20,000) (2,0731 52,300 
j ($680,000) ($265,9261$1,778,200 

4,602 
4,184 
3,804 
3,458 
3,144 
2,858 
2,598 
2,362 
2,147 

$527,056 

Value to Federal Government 

($1 ($/acre) 
Surface Income $527,056 $5.93 

Maintenance Income ($265,926) ($2.991 

TOTAL $261,130 $2.94 

? 
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3. TRANSFER TO THE DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR 

3.1 TRANSFER OVERVIEW 

3.1.1 Introduction 

Through the Bureau of Land Management (BLM), the Department of the Interior has the 

responsibility for leasing and administering federal mineral rights. (BLM currently has an 

Interagency Agreement with DOE to provide custodial management services related to the surface 

of NOSR-2 for a fee.) There is no current minerals leasing activity at NOSR-2, and such activity 

would typically fall under the jurisdiction of BLM. 

As authorized in contract DE-ACO 1 -96FE64202, Gustavson Associates was retained by DOE to 

serve as an Independent Petroleum Consultant as specified in Section 3416 of the National 

Defense Authorization Act for Fiscal Year 1996, P.L. 104-106 (1 10 Stat. 186). As stated in the 

Act, we have conducted a study and made recommendations regarding the following options to 

maximize the value of NOSR-2 to the United States: 

Transfer of all or a part of NOSR-2 to the Department of the Interior for leasing in 

accordance with the Mineral Leasing Act (30 U.S.C. 181 et seq.) and surface 

management in accordance with the Federal Land Policy and Management Act (43 

U.S.C. 1701 et seq.). 

Our study includes an examination of the value to be derived by the United States from the 

transfer of NOSR-2. The study includes an assessment of the interest of the United States in this 

property. The assessment was made in a manner consistent with customary property valuation 
I 

practices in the oil and gas industry. 
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3.1.2 ScoDe of Review 

In addition io the work described in Section 1.5 (the general scope of this Report), the following 

specific scope of review fof the option to transfer NOSR-2 to the Department of the Interior for 

leasing was made: 

1. Information was obtained from DOE, BLM, the Utah Division of Water, and others regarding 

management costs, income, water rights and surface uses at NOSR-2. 

2. The cost, timing and other details of expected BLM leasing procedures at NOSR-2, based on 

their current procedures, were obtained from the BLM office in Salt Lake City. 

3. Income from the use of surfa and water rights, principally from grazing, were estimated 
based on information provided by BLM personnel in Vernal, Utah. 

4. The value to be derived by the United States by transfer of this property to the Department 

of the Interior, for leasing by BLM was estimated. 

3.1.3 AssumDtions and Limiting, Conditions 

The following assumptions and limiting conditions apply to our review of the option to transfer 

NOSR-2 to the Department of the Interior: \ 

Gas, oil, oil shale and other minerals may be present at NOSR-2, but any commercial value is 

strictly speculative. Therefore, no income stream is assumed from production of minerals, and 

the prices of these minerals (and escalation of these prices) play no direct role in our evaluation. 

(It is assumed that prices will continue to be sufficient to support a market for oil and gas 

leasing.) 
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The DOE intends to conduct a pre-development baseline assessment of culturai and biological 

resources to determine the sensitive areas and potential impacts that would accrue with a 

development scenario at NOSR-2. A study of water q d i t y ,  air quality, and Naturally Occurring 

Radioactive Materials (NORM) is plahned to establish baseline levels prior to development. If  
the DOE transfers ownership of this property to another federal agency with plans to develop 

(lease) it, compliance with Policy Act W P A )  will require fhat a National Environment 

Sitewide Environmental Impact Statement (EIS) is conducted before drilling occurs. 

Nineteen shallow oil shale assessment core holes were drilled on NOSR-2. A DOE employee 

located two ofthese sites in June, 1996. Two holes were found and "drilling material" was on 

both sites. The other 17 sites were not found. Plugging requirements and costs are impossible . 

to determine precisely. 

DOE has advised us that transfer of NOSR-2 to the Department of the Interior would constitute 

a major federal action. According to DOE, an Environmental Impact Statement would be 

required at a cost of about $600,000. We have reviewed this information; found it to be 

reasonable, and incorporated it into our findings. (According to the Environmental, Safety, and 

Health Management Plan for NPOSR, the pre-development costs to the DOE for environmental 

liabilities, excluding the plugging costs for core holes, may total $2,663,300). 

Inquires were made to BLM officials in various western states for costs associated with preparing 

Environmental Impact Statements on similar properties in the federal public lands inventory. We 

found that the cost of an EIS could range from $50,000 to $2,000,000 depending on the 

environmental conditions present on a given piece of property. Hence, the estimate of $600,000 

is a reasonable number but may change (higher or lower) when an EIS cost estimate is formally 

prepared in the event of transfer or sale of the NOSR-2 property. 

As noted above, there has been no drilling for, 6r production of, oil and gas (or other minerals) 

from NOSR-2. Therefore, there are no environmental liabilities related to previous oil and gas 

drilling and production. However, as DOE notes, it is possible that mud (or other "drilling 
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material") on the sites of the shallow core holes should be tested for hazardous materials. If these 

are found, a Treatment, Storage and Disposal (TSD) permit from the appropriate TSD facility 

will be needed, among other requirements. 

. 

An official of the Ute Indian Tribe's Cultural Rights and Protection Department informed this 

Appraiser on June 25, 1996 that the NOSR-2 area is considered a culturally sensitive area by the 

Tribe due to the presence of paleontologic, historic and prehistoric sites, artifacts, ''rock art", etc. 

This is related to Anasazi and Fremont People, in addition to recent ancestors of the Tribe's 

Uncompaghre band who were moved' to this area from Western Colorado by the Federal 

Government. No scientific inventory 01 the archeological sites has been made. The Tribe 

considers this to be one of the last undisturbed areas of the reservation. Information about these 

sties is considered confidential and no information was released. A meeting with the Director 

of the Cultural Rights and Protection Department was not possible during the June 23 to 25, 1996 

visit to the Reservation. The presence of such sites creates an additional impediment to 

development related both to the general Cultural sensitivity of the area and the necessity to 

preserve individual sites of cultural, historic and archeological significance. We have assumed 

that this impediment will mean that 25 percent of the mineral rights under the 40 percent of the 

surface that the Utes own will not be leased. This represents 10 percent of the total mineral 

acreage at NOSR-2. 

The Bureau of Land Maqagement has "diligence claims" to water on NOSR-2 for stockwatering 

(Appendix A). According to the Utah Division of Water, the adjudication process for this water 

is incomplete; therefore, in the case of transfer of ownership, the BLM would not be able to sever 

these diligence claims from the land and continue usage or sell the water because it is not a 

bonafide water right. Bob Leak, of the State Engineers Office has stated that if a new ownerhser 

were to obtain these diligence claims with the property in question, it is likely they would be 

permitted to continue to use this water for livestock watering purposes. If the owner wanted to 

change the water usage to mineral developdent, the cost of changing the permit would be 

comparable to a new appropriation. (This cost has not been estimated.) Mr. Leak indicated that 

there is ample unappropriated water for energy development in this area and does not foresee 
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impediments to obtaining a water right at NOSR-2. The total surface water users claims include 

.15 cubic feet per second from several springs on-site and 13.85 annual acre-feet diverted from 

site reservoirs. 

Many of the assumptions and limiting conditions pertaining to surface uses, water rights, tax 

impact and overhead expenses that were described in Sections 2.1.2 and 2.1.4 pertain here' as 

well. The seven percent nominal discount rate used in Section 2.1.4 is applicable with the 

addition of three percent for price risk for the leasing program. The three percent is based upon 

an assumption about the relationship between bonudrental and oil and gas prices and the impact 

of price risk as seen in the industry. The assumption is that the prices paid for bonuses and 

rentals are directly proportional to increases and decreases in oil and gas prices, given no 

additional factors, such as regional discoveries. The efforts by industry members to protect 

themselves from oil and gas price fluctuations -- through the use of hedging, futures selling and 

other activities -- has historically resulted in adding three percent to cost of capital. In other 

words, those who use these risk-reducing instruments are able to lower their cost of capital 

approximately three percent. These instruments are not available for leasing; therefore, based 

upon the assumption that prices for bonuses and rentals are tied to oil and-gas prices, the three 

percent is added to the recommended seven percent for a total nominal discount rate of ten 

percent. 

Based on discussions with Robert Lopes in BLM's Salt Lake City, Utah office, oil and gas 

leasing costs BLM approximately $0.82 per acre for the 250,000 to 300,000 acres this office 

currently leases annually. We assume that the 88,890 acres would increase the cost to BLM by 

$0.75/acre, given a small economy of scale. Furthermore, Mr. Lopes stated that costs to maintain 

their lease records were minimal. We assumed no additional cost for these 88,890 acres for 

record keeping. Acres leased in each of two sales (35,200) times $0.75/acre equals $26,400. 
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3.2 VALUATION METHODOLOGY ' 

3.2.1 Income Amroach Am1ied.to Potential Surface Uses under the Federal Land Policy and 

Management Act 

The Federal Land Policy and Management Act of 1976 (FLPMA), 43 U.S.C. $ 5  1701 et seq. 

directs the Secretary of the Interior to develop and maintain "land use plans which provide by 

tracts or areas for the use of the public lands." FLPMA declares a general policy.that the United 

States should "receive Fair Market Value of the use of the public lands and their resources." Id. 

$3 1716(a). FLPMA further impacts BLM land management by reaffirming the management 

principle of "multiple use" by imposing the substantive duty" to manage the public lands under 

principles of multiple use and sustained yield." The BLM implements these FLPMA directives 

through various statutes, including, among numerous other acts, the Mineral Leasing Acts 

discussed in the following section of this Report, and the Taylor Grazing Act, 43 U.S.C. $ 5  315 

et seq., which authorized the Secretary of the Interior to establish "grazing districts ... from any 

part of the public domain ... which in his opinion are chiefly valuable for grazing and raising 

forage crops." In these grazing districts, the privilege of grazing livestock is regulated through 

a system of allocating grazing permits, as discussed above in Section 2.1.4. 

/ 

As discussed in Section 2, BLM currently manages the property's surface for DOE. Applying 

the same income approach as in the retention optiQn results in a net present value estimated at 

$260,000, from leasing of grazing rights (less maintenance costs) on all of the 60 percent of the 

surface rights owned by the United States. 

3.2.2 Income Approached Amdied to Potential Mineral Uses under the Mineral Leasing; Act 

As discussed in detail in the Addendum, the Mineral Leasing Act of 1920, as amended, 30 U.S.C. 

$4 181 et seq., and the Mineral Leasing Act for Acquired Lands of 1947, as amended, 30 U.S.C. 

$9 351 et seq., give the BLM responsibility for oil and gas leasing on BLM, national forest and 

other federal lands where mineral, rights have been retained by the Federal Government. 
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Regulations that govern the BLM’s oil and gas leasing program are found in 43 C.F.R. $$ 3 100.0 

et seq. 

According to the director of the Real Estate and Appraisal Section of the Colorado State Office 

of the BLM, since Congress enacted legislation in 1977 creating DOE and transferred to it 

jurisdiction over the Naval Petroleum and Oil Shale Reserves, Congressional approval will be 

required for the transfer of full jurisdiction over the reserves from DOE’to DOI. The director 

stated that existing lease and other contractual arrangements in effect at the reserves could be 

grandfathered under the legislation authorizing the transfer of the reserves to DOI. Consequently, 

the rules and regulations presently governing the leases and agreements in effect on the reserves, 

including royalty rates, would continue in effect for the duration of said leases and related 

agreements. Since the leases and agreements currently in effect on the reserves are not subject 

to the 1920 or 1947 Mineral Leasing Acts, the provisions of those acts will not apply to the 

leases transferred from DOE to DOI. For example, the requirement that 50 percent of the 

royalties payable under any oil and gas lease issued thereunder be paid to the state in which the 

leased lands are located in order to compensate the state for the impact of the federal leasing 

activities on those lands will not apply to the current leases and related agreements which are 

transferred to DOE. Future leases issued by the BLM on any portion of the reserves would, 

however, be subject to the applicable Mineral Leasing Act and would be subject to the provisions 

of the act requiring payment of the 50 percent state impact fee described above, and would be 

subject to all other BLM rules and regulations currently applicable to leasing activity, both 

surface and mineral, conducted by BLM. 

We have valued the potential mineral uses under the lease bonus method (see also Section 5.6) 

as follows: 

NOSR-2 contains 88,890 acres, of which the USA owns the surface on 60 percent (53,334 acres), 

and the Utes own the surface on 40 percent (35,556 acres). In the last three years, 88 percent 
of the leases that were offered in this area were actually leased. (Some of the remaining 12 

‘ percent is taken as noncompetitive leases for which rentals, but no bonus is paid.) Mean lease 
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bonus in the area is $6.50 per acre. Annual delay rentals are assumed to be $1.50 per acre, 

increasing to $2.00 per acre in the second five years of the ten years term. 

We assumed that the BLM would require one year (1 997) to prepare for the lease sale including 

the pre-development EIS at a cost estimated (Section 3.1.3) by DOE at $600,000. They would 

then offer only half (44,445) the available acreage in the second year (1 998) and half (44,445) 

iq the third year (1999). This is for both logistical (huge volume of new leases) and financial 

(minimizing impact on a capital-constrained oil industry) reasons. Half of the non-Ute acreage 

is 26,667 acres and half of the Ute acreage is 17,778 acres. - 

Eighty-eight percent of the half of the non-Ute acreage (.88 x 26,667 = 23,467 acres) would be 

leased in each of the first two years. In addition, 88 percent of 75 percent of half of the Ute 

acreage (.88 x .75 x 17,778 = 11,733 acres) would be leased in each of the first two years. 

(Twenty-five percent would not be leased to account for the impediments to development related 

to access, topography, cultural sites, etc. The unleased acreage represents 10 percent of the total 

acreage at NOSR-2.) Therefore, 35,200 acres would be leased each year. 

A cash-flow stream from three ten-year lease cycles was projected, utilizing a one-year hiatus 

between cycles, for a total of 33 years of future income. Estimated costs of continued 

management of the property (8265,926, NPV @ seven percent; see also Section 2 of this Report) 

and estimated costs to BLM to administer the leasing, based on conversations with BLM. were 

included. The cumulative cash-flow was discounted back to net present value (NPV) at 10 percent 

(Table 3.1). Results are provided in Section 3.3.3. 

3.3 EXAMINATION AND DISCUSSION OF VALUE 

3.3.1 Income from Surface Leases and Water Rights 

Annual net income from leasing of grazing rights is $52,300. The NPV of this (Section 2.3.1) 

is estimated to be $530,000. Maintenance costs reduce this value to about $260,000. 
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Table3.1 

I 

FY97 (20.000) (19,335) 52.300 49,866 0 0 0 0 (600.000) (600,000) (572,078) 
(13,200) 127,600 110.602 I FY98 (20,000) (18.070); 52.300 45,333 I 114,400 26,400 

FY99 (20,000) (16,888)i 52.300 41,212 ~ 26,400 114.400 26,400 (13,200) 154.000 121.350 I 
WOO ' (20.000) (15,7831 52.300 37.465! 26,400 26,400 0 52.800 37.823 1 
FYl ' (20.000) (14,7501 52.300 34.059! 26.400 26,400 0 52.800 34,385 j 
FY2 (20,000) (13,7851 52,300 30,963 I 26,400 26.400 0 52,800 31,259 I 
FY3 (20,000) (12,8841 52,300 28,148 I 35,200 - 26,400 0 61.600 33,153 i 
FY4 (20,000) (12,0411 52.300 25,589 I 35,200 35,200 0 70,400 34,445 i 
FY5 (20,000) (1 1.2531 52,300 23.263 ! 35,200 35.200 0 70,400 31,314 I 
FY6 (20,000) (10.5171 52,300 21,148 I 35,200 35.200 0 70,400 28,467 ! 
FY7 (20,000) (9,8291 52,300 19,226 I 35,200 35.200 . 0 70,400 25,879 I 

FY9 (20,000) (8,585) 52.300 15,889 I 114,400 26,400 (13,200) 127,600 38,765 I 

FYI 1 (20,000) (7,4981 52,300 13.131 I 26,400 26,400 0 52,800 13.257 ' 
FY13 (20,000) (6.549) 52,300 10.852 i 26.400 26,400 0 52,800 10,956 I 
FY14 (20,000) (6.121): 52,300 9,866 I 35,200 26,400 0 61,600 11,620 
FYI5 (20,000) (5,7201 52.300 8,969 I 35.200 35,200 0 70,400 12.073: 
FY16 (20,000) (5.346) 52,300 8,154 I 35.200 35,200 0 70,400 10.975 ~ 

FYI7 (20.000) (4.996) 52,300 7,412 ~ 35.200 35,200 0 70,400 9.978 ' 
FY18 (20,000) (4.670): 52.300 6,738 I 35.200 35,200 0 70.400 9.070 1 

FYI9 (20.000) (4,364). 52,300 6,126 t 35,200 0 35.200 
FY20 (20.000) (4.079) 52,300 5,569! 114,400 26,400 (13.200) 127.600 
FY21 (20,000) (3,8121 52.300 5,063 ' 26,400 114,400 26,400 (13.200) 154.000 

FY8 (20,000) (9,186y 52,300 17.478 ! 35.200 0 35,200 11,763) 

FYI0 (20,000) (8.0231 52,300 14,444 1 26,400 114,400 26.400 (13,200) 154,000 42,532! * 

FYI2 (20,000) (7.008] 52,300 11,9381 , 26.400 26,400 0 52,800 12,052 i 

FY22 (20,000) (3,562) 52.300 4,602 ' 26,400 26,400 0 52.800 4.646 
FY23 (20.000) (3,3291 52,300 4,184 t 26,400 26,400 0 52.800 4.224 
FY24 (20,000) (3,112) 52,300 3,804 26,400 26,400 0 52,800 3.840 
FY25 (20,000) (2.908) 52,300 3,458 i 35,200 26,400 0 61,600 4,073 I 
FY26 (20.000) (2.718) 52.300 3,144 I 35,200 35,200 0 70.400 4.231 
FY27 (20,000) (2,540) 52,300 2,858 I 35,200 35.200 0 70,400 3.847 
FY28 (20.000) (2,374) 52,300 2,598 ' 35,200 35.200 0 70,400 3.497 

TOTAL ($680,000) ($265.926) $1,778,200 $527.056 : $343,200 $924,000 $343,200 $924,000 ($679,200) $1,855,200 $165,241 

FY29 (20,000) (2.218) 52,300 2.362 i 35,200 35.200 0 70,400 3,179 I 
FY30 (20,000) (2.073) 52,300 2,147, 35,200 0 35,200 1,445 I 

Acreage Variables arld Assumptions lResults from single lease sale 
88,890 acres in NOSR-2 1 44,445 Acres offerred 

35,200 Acres Leased 

I 40% surface nghts owned by Utes I 17.778 Ute Acres offered , 
88% of acres offered for leased were actually taken. 
25% of Ute owned surface that is offered is not leased 1 $228,800 Bonus 

Leasing Variables and Assumptions 
BLM can lease it in FY98. 

I $52,800 Annual rentals 1st 5-yrs 

Value to Federal Government 
($/acre) 

527.056 
737.318 

$600.000 Initel environmental costs 

$6.50 initial bonus per acre 
$1.50 rental pet acre first 5 yrs 
$2.00 rental per acre second 5 yrs 

$52,300 Annual net revenue from grazing leases. 
$20.000 Annual administration costs. 

50% offered each of first two years 

50% of bonus and rental go to the state. 



3.3.2 Income from Mineral Leasing 

The cumulative discounted cash-flow of income from mineral leasing was $737,3 18. This has 

been rounded to $740,000. An additional $355,560 was added (see Section 5.6.4.1) to account 

for the estimated value of oil shale, flagstone and all other minerals, for which there is 

speculative value. This was rounded to $360,000. 

The total net discounted value of the income from mineral. leasing is therefore $1,100,000. 

However, we have subtracted the estimate of $600,000 for an EIS (discounted at ten percent to 

$572,078). ‘This results in a value of $527,922, rounded here to $530,000. 

3.3.3 Opinion of Value 

Continuation of leasing of surface rights for grazing results in m NPV of about $260,000. Continuation of leasing of surface rights for grazing results in m NPV of about $260,000. 

Mineral leasing results in an NPV of about $530,000. It would theoretically be possible for the 
Government to continue with one but not the other, but the two uses are compatible and their 

combined values result in a maximum predicted NPV. 

This option (Section 3.1.1) requires that NOSR-2 be transferred to the Department of the Interior 

for Title 30 leasing. Therefore, a value of $790,000 is estimated ($260,000 + $530,000). 



4. TRANSFER TO ANOTHER FEDERAL AGENCY 

4.1 INTRODUCTION 

As authorized -in contract DE-ACO 1 -96FE64202, Gustavson Associates was retained by DOE to 

serve as an Independent Petroleum Consultant as specified in Section 3416 of the National 

Defense Authorization Act for Fiscal Year 1996, P.L. 104-106 (1 10 Stat. 186). As stated in the 

Act, we have conducted a study and made recommendations regarding the following option to 

maximize the value of NOSR-2 to the United States: 

Transfer of all or part of NOSR-2 to the jurisdiction of another federal agency for 

administration under Chapter 641 of Title 10, United States Code. 

In this regard several other federal agencies were considered for transfer, but none were found 

to be suitable for this purpose. This alternative for the future operations of NOSR-2 was 

considered inappropriate. No assessment of the value to be derived by the United States from 

the transfer to another federal agency was made. The other federal agencies considered are 

briefly discussed below. 

4.2 BUREAU OF INDIAN AFFAIRS 

The Bureau of Indian Affairs (BIA) is one federal agency considered, given the relationship of 

the Ute Indian Tribe to NOSR-2. BIA has informed this Appraiser that its: 

... mission is to'enhance the quality of life, to promote eeonomic opportunity, 
and to carry out the responsibility to protect and improve the trust assets of 
American Indians, Indian Tribes, and Alaska Natives. We will accomplish this 
through the delivery of quality services, maintaining Government-to- 
Government relationships within the spirit of Indian self-determination. 
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The 1995 Annual Report of the Division of Energy and Mineral Resources of the BIA states that 

this organization: 

...p rovides special services to the Indian mineral owner that are unique within 
the Department of the Interior. The primary goal of the Division is to provide 
the best possible geotechnical, engineering and economic advice to Indian 
landowners seeking to manage and develop their mineral resources. Additional 
goals are to help tribes in planning, managing and developing their energy and 
mineral resources. This includes coordinating with other agencies, councils and 
commissions to help tribes in achieving the maximum income and employment 
return from utilization of their mineral resources. Much of the Division's 
current activities are focused on preparing the Tribes for compacting their 
energy and mineral resource development activities. 

' 

It is clear that transfer of ownership of NOSR-2 to the BIA would be in conflict with the goals 

of providing advice; planning, managing and developing Indian resources; and maximizing 
income and employment. BIA would have, a conflict of interest if it owned this property was 

responsible for these services to the Tribe. Therefore, BIA was rejected as a possible recipient 

of this transfer. 

I 4.3 UTE INDIANTRIBE 

Although the Ute Indian Tribe is not a federal agency, it is a key stakeholder in the area, one 

whose cooperation is critical to the efficient operation of NOSR-2 under any of the scenarios 

considered. The Utes own approximately 40 percent of the surface rights at NOSR-2, but none 

of the mineral rights. as part of the Hill Creek Extension of the Uintah and Ouray Reservation. 

The Tribe has recently addressed its desire to become "the owner of NOSR-2" in a letter dated 

July 25, 1996 from Roseline B. Taveapont, Vice Chairman, Uintah and Ouray Tribal Business 
Committee to Secretary Hazel R. O'Leary of the Department of Energy (Appendix B). This 

desire does not represent an impediment to development. 

Vice Chairman Taveapont's letter states (in part): 



The Tribe has historically managed the surface of NOSR-2, along with its other 
lands, and has controlled and limited access to the area. Over the last six 
months, the Tribe, in conjunction with the State of Utah and local non-Indian 
Governments, formulated proposed legislation that would transfer all of the 
minerals in the Hill Creek Extension that are owned by the United States to the 
Tribe, including NOSR-2. Senator Hatch of Utah has tentatively agreed to 
introduce the measure once the language of th6 proposed legislation is in final 
form. 

The Tribe recently learned that the Congress has clearly stated its belief that the 
United States should look at alternative use and ownership scenarios for its 
petroleum reserves. To this end, the Tribe understands that DOE is now 
reviewing different management systems for NOSR-2, including its sale, lease 
or transfer. This new approach, in the Tribe’s view, dovetails with its plans to 
reacquire NOSR-2, the same having at one time been fully titled to the Tribe 
as part of the Uncompahgre Reservation, and to manage the Hill Creek 
Extension as one contiguous area. 

The letter offers six reasons why this transfer should take place: 

1 

1. The Tribe would be able to manage NOSR-2 as a tribal wilderness and cultural area to 

protect endangered species and tribal historical and burial sites. 

2.  The Tribe will continue to restrict ground disturbance and limit access to NOSR-2. 



The Tribe recognizes that DOE may have had "other plans" for NOSR-2. 
However, the Tribe believes that only placement of the reserve in the Tribe's 
name will operate to accomplish the development and preservation goals 
implicit in Congress' directive that the United States divest itself of petroleum 
ownership. 

The Tribe seeks the.assistance of DOE with regard to NOSR-2 in three 
respects. First, the Tribe would appreciate DOE'S involvement in persuading 
Congress and the Administration that transfer of NOSR-2 to the Tribe makes 
practical, economic and legal sense. This involvement, in the Tribe',s view, 
would entail DOE and the. Tribe working with appropriate Congressional 
committees to move the matter forward. In the event DOE is opposed to 
providing the requested assistance, the Tribe would ask only that it not publicly 
oppose transfer of NOSR-2 to the Tribe. Second, the Tribe may look to DOE 
for assistance in preparation of any legislation necessary to effectuate the land 
transfer. Third, if the Tribe is to' develop and protect the NOSR-2 lands as 
envisioned by Congress and the Administration. it will require some form of 
short-term technical assistance to prepare necessary long-term plans and 
objectives for NOSR-2. 

As should be evident, there is only one logical recipient for NOSR-2 if it is the 
intention of the United States to divest itself of management or ownership of 
the reserve. The Tribe hopes that DOE recognizes this fact and will offer its 
support and assistance to the Tribe in its efforts to have the lands of NOSR-2 * 

returned to tribal ownership. 

It is our opinion that the Tribe's position on limitation of access and disturbance of historic and 

cultural sites represents an impediment to development. We have assumed that 25 percent of the 

minerals under the 40 percent of the surface that the Utes own ( I  0 percent of the total mineral 

, 

rights at NOSR-2) would not be available for leasing as a result. 

On the other hand, the transfer of NOSR-2 to the Tribe would result in a loss of value to the 

United States. This is clearly in contrast with our authorization to make recommendations to 

maximize value to' the United States. Therefore, this option has been disregarded. 





5.1 INTRODUCTION 

5. SALE OF THE PROPERTY 

As authorized in contract DE-ACO1-96FE64202, 'Gustavson Associates was retained by DOE to 

serve as an Independent Petroleum Consultant as specified in Section 3416 of the National 

Defense Authorization Act for Fiscal Year 1996, P.L. 104- 106 (1 10 Stat. 186). As stated in the 

Act, we have conducted a study and made recommendations regarding the following option to 

maximize the value of NOSR-2 to the United States: 

Sale of the interest of the United States of all or a part of NOSR-2. 
. 

Our study includes an examination of the value to be derived by the United States from the sale 

of NOSR-2. The study includes an assessment and estimate of the Fair Market Value of the 

interest of the United States in this property. The assessment and estimate were made in a 

manner consistent with customary property valuation practices in the oil and gas industry. 

5.2 APPRAISAL OVERVIEW 

5.2.1 Assumptions and Limiting Conditions 

The following assumptions and limiting conditions apply to our review of the option to sell the 

interest of the United States in NOSR-2: 

Gas, oil, oil shale and other minerals may be present at NOSR-2, but any commercial value is 
strictly speculative. Therefore, no income stream is assumed from production of minerals, and 
the prices of these minerals (and escalation of these prices) play no direct role in our evaluation. 

(We have assumed that prices will continue to be sufficient to support an active market for oil 
and gas leasing.) 
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The DOE intends to conduct a pre-development baseline assessment of cultural and biological 

resources to determine the sensitive areas and potential impacts that would accrue with a 

'developmentscenario at NOSR-2. A study of water quality, air quality, and Naturally Occurring 

Radioactive Materials (NORM) is planned to establish baseline levels prior to development. If 

the DOE sells this property, this would constitute a major federal action. Therefore, an 

Environmental Impact Statement (EIS) will be necessary before sale of the property, at a cost to 

DOE of about $600,000 (see Section 3.1.3). 

The description of surface and water rights in Sections 2.1.2 and 2.1.4 of this Report pertains to 

this option (sale of the property), as well. Assumptions concerning discount rates and risk are the 

same for this option as those described in Sections 2.1.4 and 3.1.3. except that income from 

surface uses and mineral leasing is discounted at 13.2 percent, not 10 percent. The 13.2 percent 

discount rate is derived based on a 10.2 percent cost of capital with an added 3.0 percent for 

price risk. 

5.2.2 Scope of Appraisal 

In addition to the work described in Section 1.5 (the general scope of this Report), the following 

specific scope of review for the option to sell NOSR-2 was made: 

1. Information was obtained from DOE, BLM, the Utah Division of Water, and others 

regarding management costs, income, water rights and surface uses at NOSR-2. 

2. The cost, timing and other details of projected BLM leasing procedures at NOSR-2, based 
on their current procedures, were obtained fiom the BLM office in Salt Sake City. 

3. Income from the use of surface and water rights, principally from grazing, were estimated 



4. Irkormation was obtained on 18 Comparable Sales of large properties in Utah, Colorado and. 

Wyoming. Transactions in the five years preceding July 1, 1996, in which large tracts of 

desert pasture (similar to most of NOSR-2) were sold under fair market conditions, were 

emphasized. This material was provided by the BLM's Salt Lake City director of the joint 

federal-state in-holdings program and by independent appraisers in the three states (some 

of whom had previously been hired to determine and appraise Comparable Sales in this 

I 

Program). 

5 .  The value to be derived by the United States by the sale of its interest in this'property was 

estimated. 

5.2.3 Sumrnarv of Amraisal Problems 

Nineteen shallow oil shale assessment core holes were drilled on NOSR-2. 'A DOE employee 

located two of these sites in June, 1996. Two holes were found and "drilling material" was on 
both sites. The other 17 sites were not found. Plugging requirements and cost are impossible 

to determine precisely. 

'As noted above, there has been no drilling for, or production of, oil and gas (or other minerals) 
from the area of NOSR-2. Therefore, there are no environmental liabilities related to previous 

oil and gas drilling and production. However, as DOE notes, it is possible that mud (or other 

"drilling material") on the sites of the shallow core holes should be tested for hazardous materials. 

If these are found, a Treatment, Storage and Disposal (TSD) permit from the appropriate TSD 

facility will be needed, among other requirements. These costs are impossible to determine at - 

this time. 

An official of the Ute Indian Tribe's Cultural Rights and Protection Department informed this 
Appraiser on June 25, 1996 that the NOSR-2 area is considered a culturally sensitive area by the 

Tribe due to the presence of paleontologic, historic and prehistoric sites, artifacts, "rock art", etc. 

No scientific inventory of the archeological sites has been made. The Tribe considers this to be 



one of the last undisturbed areas of the reservation. Information about these sites is considered 

confidential and no information was released. A meeting with the Director of the Cultural Rights 

and Protection Department was not possible during the June 23 to 25, 1996 visit to the 

Reservation. The presence of such sites creates an additional impediment to development related 

both to the general cultural sensitivity of the area and the necessity to preserve individual sites 

of cultural, historic, religious and archeological significance. We have assumed that this 

impediment will mean that 25 percent of the mineral rights under the 40 percent of the surface 

that the Utes own will not be leased. This represents 10 percent of: the total mineral acreage at 

NOSR-2. 

5.3 APPRAISAL PROPERTY PROFILE 

5.3.1 Description of the ProDertv being Appraised 

5.3.1.1 Surface Description 

NOSR-2 lies in an area of rugged topography in the southern Uinta Basin (Addendum, Plate 1). 

Mesas, buttes and small canyons constitute the majority of the NOSR-2 surface. The Green River 

dissects the extreme northwest corner of the property in deep, remote Desolation Canyon. The 

western part of NOSR-2 includes steep canyons and extremely difficult terrain. 

This is a desert that receives 4 to 8 inches of precipitation per year. Surface vegetation includes 

greasewood along the creek bottoms, sage and scrub on the tops of the mesas, and sparse cedar 

and pifion pine near the southern border of the property. 

Access by road is limited to the Seep Ridge-Hill Creek-Willow Creek group of roads which 

approach NOSR-2 from State Route 88 south of Oway, Utah. The Seep Ridge Road is 

maintained by Uintah County and is paved and improved dirt. The Hill Creek-Willow Creek 

roads are dirt; four-wheel drive or high clearance vehicles are appropriate, especially in inclement 

weather conditions. These roads are maintained by the Bureau of Land Management. Access 
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to that small portion of NOSR-2 which lies west of the Green River is by the Horse Bench, Sand 

Wash and Nine Mile Canyon jeep roads. These are used by rafters accessing the Green River. 

There is no bridge across the Green River and no access fiom the south or east. Many of the dirt 

roads and trails in NOSR-2 are poorly mapped on available U.S. Geological Survey maps and 

the Bureau of Indian Affairs Seep Ridge 30 x 60 minute quadrangle (1989 Special Edition). 

Others are not marked at all and road markings on the ground are incomplete. 

The Ute Indian Tribe claims the right to control access to this portion of the reservation, but this 

Appraiser is assured by DOE that NOSR-2 is accessible via (public) county roads to the- north 

in an area in which the Utes do not own the surface rights. We have relied on this assurance. 

Reservation boundaries (or No Trespassing signs) are posted in places, and DOE signs restricting 

access to NOSR-2 are prominent. However, there were no fences;guards or gates across roads 

at the Ute or DOE boundaries when a field inspection was made by this Appraiser on June 24, 

1996. 

5.3.1.2 Mineral Rights Developments 

No drilling for oil and gas has occurred on the property and no production has been established. 

No reserves are present, although the area is hypothesized to overlay gas resources. Mapping by 

the U.S. Geological Survey and others has resulted in speculative seismic leads for strbctures that 

may or may not hold conventional oil and gas. All of the acreage must be considered exploratory 

and the mineral rights must be valued accordingly. NOSR-2 is located south of the Greater 

Natural Buttes Field, which produces gas fiom low permeability sandstones in the Mesaverde and 

Wasatch Formations. 

Nineteen shallow core holes were drilled at’NOSR-2, of which 18 were drilled by the U S .  

Geological Survey in 1954 to determine the oil shale resource. Another oil shale core hole was 

drilled by Western Oil Shale in 1966. DOE does not expect that NOSR-2 will be developed for 

oil shale within an economically significant time period, that is, within the next 30 to 40 years. 
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On the other hand, the NOSR-2 area lies within the Uinta Basin, which elsewhere has a long 

history of conventional hydrocarbon production, principally of gas. However, as noted, NOSR-2 

has never been developed for oil shale or conventional oil and gas production, or far flagstone, 

or any other mineral resource. 

Much has been written on the oil shale richness and the potential resource on NOSR-2. All of 

the reasonable present day oil-pricing and development-cost scenarios indicate that these resources 

cannot be economically exploited at the present time nor in the foreseeable future. Most studies 

indicate that within NOSR-2 approximately 3 billion barrels of oil are present in oil-shale capable 

of yielding greater than 25 gallons-per-ton. This is significantly lower than estimates for NOSR- 1 

and therefore NOSR-2 would probably not be developed ahead of its Colorado counterpart. The 

value of this resource in the present economic climate is speculative. 

Oil-impregnated rock ("tar-sand") resources are present in the southeast quarter of NOSR-2, 

primarily in Township 13 South Range 19 East. The deposits are categorized as either (1) areas 
of known outcrops and areas where impregnation can be reliably projected from outcrop or core 

hole data, or (2) areas 'probably underlain completely by oil-impregnated rock (Energy Resources 

Map of Utah, 1983). The value of this resource in the present climate is also speculative. 

, 

We have been informed by DOE and BIA personnel that there is ''local interest" in the "massive 

amounts of building quality flagstone" present at NOSR-2. A field inspection confirmed the 

presence of this material, but no current commercial use of the flagstone is known. The area is 

remote from significant potential markets. Therefore, the value of this resource is also 

speculative. 

5.3.2 Owner Contact and Property Insuection 

This Appraiser met with officials of DOE in Washington, D.C., and Casper, 'Wyoming, several' 

times during the months of April to August, 1996 to obtain information on NOSR-2. Several of 
these meetings included personnel of Fluor Daniel (NPOSR), Inc. 
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A property inspection was made on June 24, 1996 when an employee of this Appraiser visited 

NOSR-2 with an authorized representative of the Bureau of Indian Affairs. No inspection of the 

mineral rights is possible since oil and gas, if any, lie deep in the subsurface. Meetings were also 

held with BIA personnel and the Ute Indian Tribe's Business Committee in Fort Duchesne, Utah. 

5.3.3 Division of Ownershiu 

The United States of America owns 100 percent of the mineral rights in NOSR-2. It is the 

contention of the USA through DOE that no mineral interests have been transferred to other 

owners. No oil and gas leases are in effect on the property. 

The Ute Indian Tribe, through a meeting of its Business Committee with this Appraiser, claimed 

on June 25, 1996 that the NOSR-2 lands were withdrawn from federal ownership by orders of 

Secretaries of the Interior Rogers C.B. Morton and Stewart K. Udall. A copy of the material 

copied here by the Business Committee is provided as Addendum Appendix B. A letter 

clarifying this .issue was sent by the Tribe to Secretary O'Leary on July 25, 1996. In this letter 

(Appendix B to this Report) the Tribe requested assistance from DOE in transferring the property, 

but did not claim ownership. We have relied on the position of DOE that the USA owns 100 
percent of the mineral rights and approximately 60 percent of the surface rights at NOSR-2. 

5.4 HIGHEST AND BEST USE 

5.4.1 Tests 

The Appraisal Institute (1992) defines highest and best use as: "The reasonable probable and 

legal use of vacant land or improved property, which is physically possible, appropriately 

supported, financially feasible, and that results in the highest value." Each of these criteria must 

be met sequentially. 
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For oil, gas and mineral properties the comparable definition can be applied by testing the 

candidate uses seauentiallv against each of five criteria: 

1. Physically possible. The property must possess adequate size, dimension, shape, quality of 

reservoir and resource, and geatechnical quality to support the proposed 'use. As an 

example, an oil reservoir consisting of many, very thin interfingering sands and shales may 

not be phy_sically possible to produce. Leasing at NOSR-2 is physically possible. 

2.. Legally permissible. The proposed use of the property must conform to all local, state and 

federal zoning and use restrictions for the property. A negative example is an otherwise 

well-tested stone quarry, ready to develop except for the lack of a mining permit. 

AdditionaI legislation may be required to enable leasing at NOSR-2, but passage would be 

considered likely., 

- 

3. Financially feasible. The proposed use must be capable of providing a net return to the 
- 

3. Financially feasible. The proposed use must be capable of providing a net return to the 

property owner or leaseholder. Here, the uncertainty of, for example, the amount and 

category of gas reserves could reduce an undeveloped location to an exploratory drilling 

prospect. Income @om leasing at NOSR-2 is financially feasible. 

4, Maximally productive. Of those physically possible, legally permissible, and financially 

feasible uses, the highest and best use for a property is that use which results in the highest 

value; that is, the use that provides the greatest net return to the property owner and 

leaseholder in combination, and as of the date of the evaluation or firmly planned for the 

immediate future. Leasing of oil and gas rights will provide the highest value to the owner 

Of NOSR-2. 

5. Economically fitting. This fifth criterion adds: the proposed use must fit with the 

constraints with regard to oil and mineral development of relevant firms, institutions, 

Governments, and markets. For example, impending environmental or surface access 

regulations on the area as a whole may make the proposed use of a mineral property 



problematic. Leasing satisBes this criteria, given certain assumptions about environmental 

and access issues described previously. 

Depending on the location with regard to the results of the geological and geophysical 

interpretation, this Appraiser searched for candidate uses ranging from leasing to oil companies 

to generation of income from oil and gas production. In this section we will apply the Appraisal 

Institute criteria for highest and best use to confirm our selection of highest and best use. Note 

that once a criterion is met, the sequential test is suspended for that purpose, and another use 

must be tested. 

It is seen from Table 3.1 in the Addend9 that NOSR-2 fulfills all sequential criteria for the 

current use as seismic leads and as leasing of exploratory acreage; but not for use as drilling , 

prospects, development locations or producing wells. 

5.4.2 Highest and Best Use 

' 5.4.2.1 Mineral Rights 

A mineral property will have substantially different highest and best uses, depending on its stage 

of development. Clearly, the highest and best use of a producing oil or gas (or other mineral) 

property is to produce income from the sale of production. Likewise, on the other end of the 

development spectrum, the highest and best use of rank wildcat acreage is the present value of 

the future bonuses and rentals that the property will bring to the landowner. Between these two 

extremes, properties may be nonproducing, although the reserve may be proven, or the property 

may be a prospect defined by seismic, by subsurface control, or by other means (see the 
Addendum, Section 3 of the Phase I Report, for additional details). 

The highest and best use of a nonproducing property may occasionally be related to the ability 
to produce income, if such income is shown to be reasonably close in the future. On the other 
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hand, wildcat acreage cannot be considered to be anywhere near the stage of income from oil 

. production, partially because there may be a very substantial question with regard to actual 

discovery of reserves, and partially because of the timing of drilling may be impossible to 

determine. 

The acreage in NOSR-2 presents properties with two types of highest and best use. The types 
of uses are known in the oil and gas industry, in simplistic terms, as: 

1. seismic anomalies, also called seismic leads, and - 

2. land positions with no seismic or other geological leads (nonprospective acreage). 

Properties with each of these uses are represented by market transactions on the low end of the 

spectrum with unit values on a per-acre basis increasing in value from the nonprospective acreage 

to the seismic leads. Figure 3.1 of the Addendum shows typical unit values as well as the 

apportionment thereof between the owners of various parts of the mineral estate. 

Seismic anomalies or leads 

The seismic data which is acquired in an exploratory area such as NOSR-2 may be inconclusive 

with regard to the possibility of oil or gas accumulations. Frequently, all that can be derived 

from the first seismic data acquired in area may be an anomaly, or in other words something 

that looks unusual as compared to its surroundings. These anomalies may be leads which must 
be further analyzed. Generally this can only happen by acquisition of additional seismic data in 

the detail area of the anomaly. Consequently, the oil industry has developed the concept of 

buying options in such areas of anomalies. The option concept is indicative that there is great 

uncertainty and therefore risk with regard to the possibility of drilling in the area, not to mention 

making discoveries of any oil or gas. 
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Typically, one oil company will option out its rights, or parts thereof to another capital-strong 

oil company in return for a binding agreement by the latter to finance the next stage of 

expenditures, that is the acqui'sition of additional seismic data. The conventional industry trade 

in this regard is for the new party (the buyer) to pledge to pay the entire cost of the next seismic 

acquisition in return for receiving a negotiated ownership interest in the property from the 

original oil company (the seller). The consideration is therefore not paid from one oil company 

to the other but rather "put into the ground" in form of a performance obligation. 

Immediately after having signed the binding contractual agreement, the value of the seismic 

option is therefore equal to that of a performance commitment. The parties perceive that once 

the seismic work has been accomplished, then the value of the property has theoretically 

increased (the cost expended divided by the decimal working interest earned). However, it is 

clear that it rarely will have exactly this value because the results of the seismic would either 

show that there now is a'greater opportunity for finding a drillable structure (and consequently 

it would have a much greater value than before), while at other times the acquisition of the 

seismic and the interpretation may have shown that the opposite is the case (and consequently the 

value has been reduced). In short, the outcome is speculative and a new appraisal must be made 

once the results (good or bad) have been interpreted. These properties represent a higher risk and 

consequently have a lower value than a drillable prospect. 

Nonprospective Acreage 

NOSR-2 also includes acreage which would fall into the nonprospective acreage designation. 

This is acreage over which seismic data may or may not have been acquired, but where the 

interpretation has shown no specific promise of any prospects. It is also acreage where no data 

is available or which is so far removed from any type of data that it must be considered rank 

exploratory acreage. Still, oil companies will be willing to lease such acreage from time to time 
to conduct exploration. The present value of the future income from bonuses and rentals 

represents the overall value of the property, while the oil company's actual cost for such leases 

comprises its share of the overall value. This has been quantified below. 
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Hiehest and Best Use of the Propertv Interests Appraised 

The highest and best use of the mineral property interest appraised herein (88,890 acres) is 

therefore the following: 

1. For evaluation of seismic anomalies: those tracts (Addendum, Figure 1.19) which contain 

seismic anomalies or leads that would require additional seismic data to possibly upgrade 

them to drillable prospect status, specifically portions of Sections 7 to 9 and 16 to 18 in 

Township 1.3 South, Range 18 East; and Sections 16 through 22 in Township 13 South, 

Range 19 East. This totals approximately 8320 acres. We have assumed only one of the 

options would be viable, yielding 4160 acres to be evaluated as seismic anomalies. 

2. For leasing: all those remaining tracts that dobnot contain seismic anomalies (84,730 

acres), 

The Fair Market Value is to be estimated with reference to the property’s highest and best use - 

acres), 

The Fair Market Value is to be estimated with reference to the property’s highest and best use - 

- that is, the highest and most profitable use for which the property is suited and needed or likely 

to be adapted to which in the near future without speculation. 

Specifically, this Appraiser has carefully studied the geology of the property and has fairly shown 

that exploratory drilling for oil and gas is not yet reasonably likely. This consideration would 

be brought forward and given substantial weight in a bargaining over the property between 

willing and knowledgeable buyers and sellers. Consequently, the highest and best use of certain 

portions of the’NOSR-2 is as seismic anomalies that would require additional seismic evaluation. 

The remainder of the appraisal property does not even contain seismic leads, so its highest and 

best use is for the generation of income to the mineral rights owner by leasing of oil and gas 

exploration rights to oil companies. 



5.4.2.2 Surface and Water Rights 

The highest and best use of the surface and water rights at NOSR-2 is related to the types of land 

capabilities present (Section 2.1.2). Only one percent of the area contains fair to good 

agricultural soil; this has been disregarded as statistically insignificant. The remaining 99 percent 

is either moderately sloped and suitable for domestic grazing, or steep and unsuitable for grazing 

(NOSR-2 is considered to be generally non-irrigable). 

Livestock grazing is considered to be the highest and best use of the surface. It satisfies the 

sequential criteria in Section 5.4.1, as well. A significant portion of the acreage is not suitable 

for livestock, but must be accounted for as part of the whole, under the Unit Rule (Section 5.6.3). 

Constituent parts are considered as they enhance or diminish the value of the whole. The lower 

utility of this non-grazing acreage was accounted for in the Reconciliation. 

5.4.3 Highest and Best Use of ProDerty 5.4.3 Highest and Best Use of ProDerty 

In conformance with standard appraisal techniques the property to be appraised must first be 

examined for its highest and best use. This Appraiser is using the following definition for 

highest and best use: 

"Either some existing use on the date of the transaction, or one of which the 

evidence shows was so reasonably likely in the near future that the use would have 

affected its market price on the date of the transaction and would have been taken 

into account by a purchaser under fair market conditions" (emphasis added). 

This definition has been adopted from the Uniform Appraisal Standards for Federal Land 



The highest and best use of NOSR-2 is for a combination of activities related principally to 

generation of income from livestock grazing and leasing of oil and gas rights. These uses are 

compatible with each other, provide minimal interference and tend to be additive in valuation. 

5.5 FAIR MARKET VALUE DEFINITION 

"Fair Market Value" means the most probable price in cash, terms equivalent to cash, or in other 

precisely revealed terms, for which the appraised property will sell in a competitive market under 

all conditions requisite to fair sale, with the buyer and seller each acting prudently, 

knowledgeably, and for self interest, and assuming neither is under undue duress." 

' 5.6 APPRAISAL METHODS 

5.6.1 General 

The conventional methods of appraisal are the Sales Comparison or Market Data Methods, the 

Cost Methods, and the Income or Lease Bonus Method. Both the Prior Sale of the Identical 

Property approach, as well as the Comparable Sales approach are SalesMarket Data approaches 

which weigh very heavily in an appraiser's estimate of the Fair Market Value, wherefore this 

Appraiser always pays great attention to the application of these. In the case of NOSR-2 there 

has been no Prior Sale of the Identical Property. 

4 

5.6.2 Standards 

This appraisal has been conducted according to the guidelines set out in the Uniform Standards 

of Professional Appraisal Practice, The Appraisal Institute, 1992, and the Uniform Standards for 

Federal Land Acquisition, Interagency Land Acquisition Conference, 1 992. 
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The Fifth Amendment to the U.S. Constitution, which requires just compensation "for taking of 

private property for Government purposes allows the owner the Fair Market Value of his 

property, it does not guarantee him a return of his investment," United States ex re1 T. V.A. v. 

Powelson, 319 US. 266, 285 (1993). 

When appraising non-severed mineral interests included in properties, the Uniform Appraisal 

Standards also state that the mere possibility of the existence of minerals, oil or gas is not 

sufficient to affect market value. Such a possibility can be given consideration only when there 

is sufficient likelihood of the presence of minerals, oil or gas as to affect market value and when 

the likelihood would be given weight by a prudent person in bargaining. This Appraiser has 

made a geologic analysis of the area of the appraisal tract sufficient to determine a higher-than- 

average probability of hydrocarbons in the appraisal tract. While this by no means guarantees 

future production from the tract, it does indicate that careful attention must be paid to this 

probability using appraisal techniques unique to oil and gas valuation. , 

5.6.3 Obeyance of the Unit Rule 

All appraisal standards require adherence to the Unit Rule. It is a principle designed to reflect 

the true situation in the market for Fair Market estimation. The rule has two main aspects. 

First, the Rule requires the property to be valued as a whole (as a "bundle'' of "sticks") rather 

than summing the value of the various portions of ownership (the individual "sticks"). Value of 

the constituent parts (the lkticksll) are to be considered to the extent of their contribution to the 
value of the whole. The essence of this principle is that it is the property and not the various 

titles which is being considered for Fair Market appraisal. 

Second, the Rule requires that "different elements of a tract of land are not to be separately 

valued and added together. The property is to be valued as a whole and its constituent parts 

considered only in light of how they enhance or diminish to value of the whole, with care being 
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exercised to avoid so-called "cumulative appraisals". (Uniform Appraisal Standards for Federal 

Land Acquisition A-12, pp. 25-28.) 

The values of buildings and improvements, timber, crops, mineral rights, oil and gas production, 

and other rights are considered to the extent that Fair Market Value of the property as a whole 

is enhanced. It is stated in the Standards that the mere possibility of the existence of minerals, 

oil, or gas is not sufficient to affect market value. It is further stated that such a possibility can 

be given consideration only when there is sufficient likelihood of the presence of minerals, such 

as oil or gas, as to affect market value and when that likelihood would be given weight by a 

prudent person in bargaining. 

These guidelines should be followed when valuing the mineral and surface components of a given 

property. The quantity of minerals must be estimated by a qualified expert along with a 

determination of the market for the mineral commodity in question. 

It must be understood that under the Unit Rule, technically there can be only one appraiser. 

Consultants are often employed by this overall appraiser to estimate Fair Market Value of 

producing and nonproducing mineral rights, equipment, timber rights, and other rights. Results 
of secondary valuation reports prepared by them cannot be added to the value of the land in order 
to arrive at a value of the property as'a whole without proper analysis by the overall appraiser. 

The appraiser must consider the value of the components of the property only in light of how the 

components contribute to the value of the property as a whole. Thus, it is improper to simply 

multiply the mineral quantity by a unit value or gross multiplier and then add it to the value of 

the land. This results in a summation or cumulative appraisal which is not reflective of market. 

The various components (surface, mineral and otherwise) of the fee simple property must be 
considered by the appr4ser as factors in arriving at the market value of the property as a whole 

(Eaton, 1989). 

In this particular case it will be shown that the value of the mineral component is the greatest, 
it is classified as the "dominant estate". Yet, this Appraiser has followed the Unit Rule. From 
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a skill and expertise standpoint it is important to make full disclosure and state (a) that Gustavson 

Associates is primarily a mineral appraisal fm, (b) that surface and water appraisals are less 

frequently performed wherefore we have utilized qualified appraisal consultants for those 

components, as needed, and (c) that the overall appraisal under the Unit Rule and for the purpose 

of this Study has been performed by Gustavson Associates in accordance with the standards of 

the appraisal profession. 

Thus, inaccuracies, even if inadvertently introduced, are not likely to occur in the mineral 

component due to the expertise of this Appraiser. Likewise, we have taken utmost care in 

evaluating the effects of the surface sind water components in the overall appraisal and 

recommendation. 

5.6.4 Amroach to Value 

5:6.4.1 Mineral Rights 

When appraising oil and gas interests in properties, the Unijorm Appraisal Standards also state 

that the mere possibility of the existence of oil or gas is not sufficient to affect market value. 

Such a possibility can be given consideration only when there is sufficient likelihood of the 

presence of oil or gas as to affect market value and when that likelihood would be given weight 

by a prudent person in bargaining. 

$ 

This Appraiser has made a geological, geophysical and engineering analysis of the area of NOSR- 

2 sufficient to determine a reasonable possibility of hydrocarbons in some parts of the appraisal 

tracts. These tracts contain so-called seismic leads (or anomalies). While this by no means 

guarantees future production fiom those tracts, it does indicate a speculative possibility and shows 
that careful attention must be paid to this possibility. The market will typically place a higher 

value on tracts containing seismic leads, as compared to properties not containing seismic leads. 
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Other tracts do not contain seismic leads and have been valued separately. This is rank 

exploratory or "wildcat" acreage with no specific geologic concept to affect valuation. The 

market, when provided such knowledge, will adjust accordingly. Appraisal standards dictate that 

great attention must be given to the determination of the highest and best use of all such 

properties prior to appraisal. After first establishing the highest and best use for the property, 

this Appraiser then considered the need to estimate Fair Market Value. 

The search for comparable sales was undertaken after carefully reviewing the market. This 

Appraiser evaluated the parameters which govern the degree of comparability. These include, 

-but are not limited to, .geologic factors, the type of transaction, the type of commodity, the unit 

price, the production rates, the operating costs, capital investment, transportation, access, 

permitting, licensing, Ute ownership and environmental considerations. 

This Appraiser found no mwket transactions during the period under consideration for this 

particular case which were suitable for use of the Comparable Sales approach. Only one mineral 

deed in the last three years fell within the High Comparability area. However, ,the majority of 

this deeded land (approximately 90 percent) was outside of the area, and centered around a tar 

sand play in an area of Low Comparability. Therefore, it is not considered a comparable sale. 

The Cost approach is found to be difficult to apply for undeveloped properties, since the 

replacement cost concept is not directly applicable to the possible reserves in the ground, but 

rather to improvements of the property. Consequently, that approach was abandoned. 
I 

Finally, the Income or Lease Bonus approach (also called the Capitalization approach) was 

carefully considered. It was found to be directly applicable to the use of leasing out the property 

for exploration, but is more difficult to apply to the speculative possibility of production. The 

primary reason for this is the fact tha$ the Jncorne method relies on either an ongoing or a soon- 

to-start net cash flow. 



When the method can be used, the net cash flow is subsequently discounted for time-value-of- 

money and for the risk associated with being in the specific type of business (so-called 

capitalization, e.g. converting the future cash flow into a risked, present value). The risk 

associated with being in business is closely tied to the profit motive of the owner. Fore more 
risky operations the owner would discount more to increase its potential profit (reward) for taking 

that extra risk. 

A special difficulty is met by the appraiser of undeveloped properties. Since the basic concept 

relies on a net cash flow, it is always difficult to apply the Discounted Cash Flow method to 

undeveloped properties where the cash flow, by the very undeveloped n a k e  of the property, is 

strongly negative for a considerable period of time, due to the need for investment of exploration 

- and development capital. In addition, the timing of the possible cash flow is frequently uncertain. 

When a property is sold, the buyer automatically subtracts the necessary development capital 

investment from the net present value of the future estimated cash flow, in order to arrive at the 

price he or she is willing to pay for the property. When the net present value of the possible 

future cash flow is of .the same order of magnitude as the development costs, then the dzflerence 

(being the Fair Market Value of the property) between these numbers becomes a relatively small 

and highly uncertain number. Therefore, appraisers must always be extremely careful when 

attempting to apply the Discounted Cash Flow method to undeveloped properties with very high 

development capital requirements. That is the case here. 

A detailed analysis of geologic, geophysical, engineering, economic and environmental factors 

was necessary for this Appraiser’s choice of which appraisal method(s) to use in appraising 

NOSR-2. The subject property contains (1) tracts with leads or seismic anomalies (but not 

drillable prospects), and (2) nonprospective tracts with no seismic anomalies. 

The highest and best use of those tracts that contain leads, or seismic anomalies, is for further 

evaluation by seismic. Therefore, the Comparable Sales method utilizing -a value of $877,867 
\ 
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for two seismic anomalies was chosen to represent that portion of the appraisal tracts. To account 

for the uncertainties inherent in the leads (geologic, seismic, access, etc.) we have assumed only 

one anomaly should be valued by this method. This yields a value on 4,160 acres of $438,934, 

or $106 per acre. 

Finally, the Lease Bonus method (see below) was used to estimate the- Fair Market Value of 

acreage that did not contain seismic leads. 

A minerals appraiser must estimate the Fair Market Value as of a specific date using information 

available as of that date. The date chosen for this appraisal is October 1 ,  1996. The appraiser 

must use research data to create an accurate market model. This model is then used to estimate 

the Fair Market Value of the subject property. 

The Discounted Cash Flow approach, also called the Income or Engineering approach, makes use 

of an estimate of oil and gas (or other minerals) reserves in-place in the appraisal tracts, and of 

an analysis of possible production therefrom. This particular estimate is sometimes determined 

by volumetric computations involving thickness of producing formations, porosities of source 

rocks, water saturation levels, drainage areas, etc. In some cases the reserves are estimated by 

analogy or the average of oil and gas reserves for other nearby wells. Probabilities of success 

are sometimes introduced, wherefore the confidence level in the estimate reduces with the 

distance away from actual pro tion. Based on our research, we have determined that 

geological and engineering data not exist in the appraisal tracts such that reserves can be 

estimated with a degree of certainty sufficient to indicate that they are more likely to be 

recovered than not. NOSR-2 is undeveloped, and any oil and gas (or other mineral) potential 

would be speculative. Therefore, the Discounted Cash Flow approach is not applicable. 

Lease Bonus Method 

This method is a derivative of the Cash Flow approach. The value of interests to be appraised 

under this method derives from the actual or potential future income stream from the receipt of 
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bonus and rentals through leasing, which represents the highest and best use of the mineral rights. 

This method is based on a present value analysis of that future income stream. The Lease Bonus 

method will be applied to all rights on acreage that does not contain seismic leads, since there 

is no production and only highly speculative potential therefor. Leasing in NOSR-2's general 

location was active during the three years preceding October 1, 1996. 

Complete bonus, terms, royalties and rental information is available for the state and federal 

leases which comprise over 90 percent of the acreage in the NOSR-2 area. Recorded fee (or 

private) oil and gas leases in Utah do not include bonus information. Fee leases are recorded 

which specify term, royalty, and annual rental amounts, but not bonuses paid. Because all these 

terms are essential to estimating the Fair Market Value of a tract through the use of the Lease 

Bonus approach, an extensive telephone and personal survey was conducted by this Appraiser. 

We contacted land companies and private, state and federal minerals owners in the area of the 

,appraisal tracts. (See Section 2 of the Phase I Report, the Addendum to the Final Report.) 

To the extent possible, we attempted to confirm the actual parameters such as bonus, rental, and 

royalty and terms of years associated with specific leases on record. It has been on the basis of 

public information and verbal discussions with those closely involved with oil and gas leasing 

that we have derived a range of values which reflect the market values for oil and gas leasing 

parameters as of July 1, 1996. Those values are as follows: 

Bonus. The Bonus is the consideration initially paid in exchange for an oil and gas lease. 

Usually the Lease Bonus is a one-time payment made to an owner! of the mineral estate upon the 

owner's execution of a lease. ' Although bonuses are occasionally paid in installments, and 

sometimes paid in forms other than U.S. dollars, we have determined fiom market data for this 

appraisal that a leasehold bonus is typically a one-time payment made in its entirety to the 

mineral owner upon the owner's execution of an oil and gas lease. 

The current market leasehold bonus for 100 percent of the oil and gas leasehold estate (commonly 

referred to within an oil and gas lease as "oil, gas, and related hydrocarbons") in the appraisal 
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tracts is approximately $6.50 per mineral acre. Minerals are typically sold for about 2.5 times 

the current lease bonus for an unleased perty. This corresponds to the value that would be 
derived from a discounted cash flow inv g bonus, rentals and three ten-year terms (see Table 

3.1) with a one-year interval separating each term. 

Rovaltv. Landowner's royalty (LOR) is a percentage of the value of production made payable 

to a mineral rights owner through contractual provisions within an oil and gas lease. 

Landowner's royalty is usually expressed as a fraction of total production removed from the 

leasehold premises that will be stored for the lessor's account, or paid in dollar equivalents to the 

lessor. The landowner's royalty share is paid "off the top", that is, without being subject to 

drilling or lifting costs. The market landowner's royalty generally is 1/8 (or 12.5 percent) for 

leases similar to these tracts. 

Annual (or Delay) Rentals. Oil and gas leases for more than one year's duration usually contain 
provisions for an annual rental amount to be paid to the lessor's credit at a specified bank or 

address in order to compensate for delay of drilling. However, there is rarely an economic reason 

for a specific delay rental amount. Annual rentals may sometimes be consolidated into an 

addition to the initial leasehold bonus (and thereby comprising total payment obligations under 

If delay rentals are not paid on time, and pursuant to the general instructions given in a lease, the 

lease will often expire under its own terms. We have assumed that leases on these tracts will be 

for the market term of years shown below and that all rentals will be paid. The market annual 

(delay) rental for oil and gas leases similar to this tract is generally $1.00 to $1.50 per mineral 
acre (assuming a lease covering 100 percent of the oil and gas estate). We have also assumed 

that the first delay rental payment of $1.50 will be paid on the first anniversary of lease 
execution. 

Term of Years. This is the length of time that a typical oil and gas lease will be in effect. 

Usually the term of years specified in an oil and gas lease will be automatically extended for so 
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FIGURE 5.1 - Lease bonus data from 78 federal, state and private lease sales in the area of high geologic 
comparability. 
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TABLE 5.1 
Statistical Analvsis of Lease Data 

from Area 1 (Hich ComDarabilitv) 

Term 
Bonus [Years) Rental Rovaltv 

$6.51 9.6 $1.27 12.5% Mean 

Median 

Mode 

$2.00 10 $1.50 12.5% 

$1 S O  12.5% $2.00 

It was clear that the application of the lease bonus method in such an instance generally 

represents the arms-length transaction between knowledgeable lessors and lessees. While a lessee 

may have greater knowledge than a lessor, this is considered in the active, open market-place of 

leasing terms and accounting for in reconciliation by this Appraiser. The lease bonus method 
accounts for both the minerals owner’s interests and the lessee’s interests in those tracts that are 

far (in time, space and probability) from production, i.e. they are not drillable and do not contain 

seismic anomalies. Other methods are utilized in appraising those drillable and prospective tracts a 

(if any), thus giving full consideration to the knowledge, technology and skill of the explorer, 
including the value and cost of seismic technology. 

Of the 78 leases, 42 (54 percent) were federal, 29 (37 percent) were State. (Bonus data was not 

available on the seven fee leases that met the other criteria. This represents less than nine percent 

of the leases.) Bonuses ranged up to $42.50 per acre with mean, median and mode values equal 

to $6.51, $2.00 and $2.00 per acre, respectively. Mean (or arithmetic mean) is the sum of all 

the values divided by the number of values, in other words, the average. This is often the best 

single measure of a distribution. Mode is the most fiequently occurring value, that single value 

which appears in a distribution more often than any other. Median is that number for which half 
the values in a distribution are higher and half are lower (the 50/50 measure). 

10 
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Royalties were all 1/8 (1 .5 percent). Termsawere generally long, ranging from five years in 

some of the fee leases to ten years in all the state and federal leases. The mean was 9.6 years. 

state and fee leases had $1 per acre rentals; federal rentals were $1.50. (BLM rentals increase 

to $2.00 per acre after five years.) The mean was $1.27, which we rounded to $1.50. This 

Appraiser estimates the market bonus to be $6.50 per acre and the Fair Market Value to be about 

$16.60 per acre. 

Two. important' results are derived from the market. For one, these actual market data indicate 

that the oil and' gas industry perceived the value of the acreage in Area 1, which is most 

comparable to NOSR-2, to be low. Bonuses were generally small, royalties were never more 

than 12.5 percent, and terms averaged almost ten years. Market data reflect the absence of 

confirmed high-potential plays, but a low level of continued interest in exploring the area. 

Secondly, for the specific acreage in NOSR-2, a bonus value of $6.50 per acre was found, which 

is the mean value. A discounted cash flow stream (lease bonus method) was utilized, reflecting 

the appraisal practice in estimating the Fair Market Value of mineral interests based on the 

relationship of minerals sales to minerals lease bonuses in an area of active leasing, to yield 

$16.60 per acre. This unit value was applied toward the respective 'acreage to estimate Fair 

Market Value of that portion of the appraised property. 

Amraisal of Seismic Anomaly Acreage. A market also exists for acquiring tracts that contain 

leads, or seismic anomalies. These are areas that have been determined to have specific potential 

based on seismic evaluation, but in which the leads are not sufficient to drill without confirmation 

from positive interpretation of additional seismic data. Two such areas are present in NOSR-2. 

We have valued these tracts based on the price to be paid for a farmout or seismic option in a 

Fair Market transaction for such a property. The distribution of seismic anomalies is shown in 

Figure 1.19 of the Addendum (Phase I Fact-Finding Report). 



Seismic Ontions 

Because there are no wells for control on NOSR-2, seismic time maps are the only information 

available to characterize the structure beneath the Reserve. Three earlier seismic studies have 

focused on NOSR-2 and were available to this Appraiser for review. (A detailed description of 

this review is provided in the Addendum, Section 1.4.4 of the Phase I Fact Finding Report.) 

A prominent seismically-defined fold trend extends across the southernmost 'portion of NOSR-2. 

This structural trend is developed in pre-Upper Cretaceous horizons. This feature is in the area 

of conventional-type discrete trapping conditions. Two seismic leads or possible structural 

closures may be present along this regional feature. A possible high-risk and deep Paleozoic play 

may also be associated with this structural trend. Thirteen sections are associated with these two 

seismic leads. The leads are of approximately the same size. Evaluation of such leads by the 

oil and gas exploration companies would typically take place under a seismic option. 

In July 1996 this Appraiser interviewed representatives of nine oil companies to ascertain the 

market in seismic options (Appendix D). Included were five of the companies most active in , 

Uinta Basin drilling (Barrett, Coastal, Inland, Petroglyph and Snyder). Many of these companies 

use seismic options to control exploratory acreage prior to making a drilling commitment. 

Details of a few seismic options for exploratory acreage in the Uinta Basin were revealed by 

these company officials. Several other examples of seismic options granted or taken by the 

companies in the Rocky Mountain Region and elsewhere in the western United States were also 

noted. Two of the options were fiom mineral rights owners to the oil companies, not transactions 

between a lessee and a potential farmer. In all, ten seismic options have been considered in 

determining the value to be estimated for exploratory acreage with seismic leads at NOSR-2. 

In a typical seismic option, Company A holds an oil and gas lease or group of leases that it 

wishes to have evaluated, but prefers not to commit the capital to do so. Company B agrees to 

pay for seismic data to be acquired, processed and interpreted over this acreage at its sole cost 
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and risk. In return it will earn half or more of Company A’s working interest in the property. 

Sometimes, a relatively small cash consideration from Company B to Company A is included, 

but most of the value in the transaction is represented by the cost of the seismic. Ownership of 

the data is typically retained by Company B, but a copy of the data is provided to Company A. 

Options may call for 2-D or 3-D seismic data, or a combination of the two. Therefore, the key 

variables in seismic options are as follows: 

Acreage involved 

Cost of the seismic data commitment 

Cash consideration and other costs 

Working interest percentage earned . 

In the ten seismic options evaluated, the acreage involved ranged from 640 acres (1 square mile) 

to 46,080 acres (72 square miles). The mean size was 10,060 acres (15.7 square miles). 

The cost of the seismic data committed ranged from $50,000 to $1,075,000. On a per-square 

mile-of-optioned-acreage-basis, this ranged from $16,000 (for the second largest option) to . 

$70,000 (for one of three that involved only one square mile each). The mean seismic data cost 

per square mile of optioned acreage was $44,967. 

Four of the options included a cash consideration ranging from $5 per acre ($3,200 per square 

mile) to $25 per acre ($16,000 per square mile). Six options did not include any cash bonus. 

The mean cash consideration for the four options that included this term was $12.50 per acre 

($8,000 per square mile). The mean cash consideration for all ten options was $5 per acre 

($3,200 per square mile). 



Summing the cost of the seismic data and the cash consideration results in costs per square mile 

of optioned acreage ranging from $20,56l'(for the largest option, 72 square miles) to $70,000 

(again for one of the three one-square-mile options). The mean costs per square mile of optioned 

acreage was $48,168. 

This does not include the cost of seismic interpretation, and general and administrative costs, 

including supervision. We estimate these costs as follows: 

Seismic interpretation: 

'appropriate for this area: 

workstation). 

Approximately $20,000 to interpret 2-D data in a survey 

33 days @ $600 per day (geophysicist and in-house 

General and administrative costs, including supervision @ 20 percent. 

The working interest earned under these options varied from 50 percent to 83 percent (in an 
option from a mineral rights owner). The mean working interest (to be earned by Company B) 

was 74.3 percent. 

The seismic leads at NOSR-2 are most comparable to those seismic options that involved high 

geologic risk, large tracts of acreage, and significant amounts of data. Typically this type of 

option would involve a relatively high working interest percentage earned. In the five most 

comparable options, the mean working interest earned 73.6 percent. We have assumed a 75 

percent working interest to be earned by Company B for the purposes of this appraisal. 

The acquisition of 3-D seismic data has largely replaced 2-D data in many areas. (All but one 

of the options researched involved 3-D data.) However, the topography at NOSR-2 would make 
acquisition of 3-D data prohibitively expensive. The lack of well control and speculative nature 

of the leads make 2-D the logical choice. We have assumed a cost per line mile of heli-portable 

data at $15,000. This type of acquisition is necessitated by the rugged tspography. Processing 

will cost about $200 per mile. 
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Assuming 35 line miles of 2-D data will be required to evaluate the seismic leads, the expense 

to evaluate the seismic leads on these 13 square miles is as follows: 

Acquisition and processing: 35 line miles of data 
x $1 5,200Aine mile $532,000 

’ $552,000 
106,400 

$658,400 

Interpretation: 33 days x $600/day 20,000 

General and Administrative, supervisioa @ 20% 

Dividing $658,400 by 13 square miles yields $50,646 per square mile of optioned acreage. (This 

compares closely with the mean cost per square mile of optioned acreage in the industry survey 

of $48:168.) This earns a 75 percent working interest in the property. The 100 percent interest 

is valued at $658,400/.75 = $877,867. 

Dividing by 13 (the number of sections covering the seismic leads) yields $67,528 per square 

mile. This is equivalent to $106 per acre (640 acres per square mile). 

It is by no means certain that options would be taken on these leads, and it is likely that options 

would be taken on both leads at the same time. Therefore, this earns a 75 percent working 

interest in the property. Therefore, we have assumed that half the acreage would be affected by 

a seismic option. This yields a value of $877,867/2 = $438,934, rounded for appraisal purposes 

to $440,000. The remaining 6.5 square miles (4,160 acres) are valued under the lease bonus 

method, along with the rest of the acreage. 

Summary The Mineral Rights were appraised, according to the assumptions and data discussed 

above, as follows: 

Exploratory Acreage: 84,730 acres x $13.05 per acre 
(based on cash-flow analysis, Table 5.2) 

Seismic Option Acreage: 

TOTAL 

$1,105,727 - - 

$ 440,000 

$1,545,727 
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: MaintenanceCosts ! Leasing Program 
NPVQ Surface NPV Q First Sale Second Sale Total NPV@ j 

I 
Annual 7.00% ! Income 13.20% 1 Bonus Rentals Bonus Rentals costs Revenue 13.20% 

FY97 (20.000\ (19,335): 52,300 49,156 t 0 0 0 0 (600.000) (600.000) (563.9341 
FY98 (20,000) (18,0701 52.300 43,424 ~ 228,800 52.800 
FY99 (20,000) (16,888) 52,300 38,361, 52.800 228,800 52,800 
FYOO (20.000) (15.783)! ,52.300 33,887 52,800 52,800 
FY1 (20,000) (14.7501 52,300 29,936 ' 52,800 52,800 
FY2' (20,000) (13,7851 52,300 26,445 52.800 52,800 
FY3 (20,000) (12,884) 52.300 23.361 70,400 52,800 
w 4  (20,000) (12.041) 52,300 20,637 70,400 70,400 
FY5 (20,000) (11.253); 52,300 18,231 ' 70,400 
FY6 (20,000) (10.517y 52,300 16,105 70,400 
FY7 (20,000) (9,829) 52,300 14,227 70,400 

FY9 (20,000) (8,585): 52,300 11,103 ' 228,800 52,800 
FYlO (20.000) (8.02% 52.300 9,808 I 52.800 228,800 52,800 
F Y l l  (20,000) (7,498) 52,300 8,664 1 52,800 52.800 
FY12 (20,000) (7,0081 52.300 7,654 I 52.800 
FY13 (20,000) (6,549) 52,300 6,761 ~ 52,800 
FY14 (20,000) (6.121)1 52.300 5,973 70,400 
FYl5 (20,000) (5,720) 52.300 5,276 70,400 
FY16 (20.000) (5,346) 52,300 4,661 70,400 
FY17 (20.000) (4,996) 52.300 4,118 ' 70,400 
FY18 (20.000) (4,670) 52.300 3,638 70,400 
FY19 (20.000) (4,364) 52.300 3,213 
FY20 (20,000) (4,019) . 52.300 2,839 228.800 52.800 
FY21 (20,000) (3,8121 52.300 2,508 I 52,800 
FY22 (20,000) (3,562) 52.300 2,215 52,800 
FY23 (20.000) (3,329) 52,300 1,957 52,800 
FY24 (20.000) (3,112) 52,300 1,729 . 52,800 
FY25 (20,000) (2,908) 52,300 1.527 ' 70,400 
FY26 (20,000) (2.718) 52,300 1,349 70,400 
FY27 (20,000) (2,540) 52,300 1,192 70,400 
FY28 (20,000) (2,374y 52,300 1,053 70.400 
FY29 (20,000) (2,218) 52.300 930, 70,400 70,400 0 140.800 2,504 
FY30 (20,000) (2.073) 52,300 822 70.400 0 70,400 1,106 

FY8 (20,000) (9,186) 52,300 * 12,568 

TOTAL . ($680,000) ($265.926). $1,778,200 $415.328 $686,400 $1,848,000 $686,400 $1,848.000 ($758,400) $4,310.400 $596,354 
Acreage Variables and Assumptions /Resulk from single lease sale 

44,445 Acres offerred 
17,778 Ute Acres offered 
35,200 Acres Leased 

88,890 acres in NOSR-2 
40% surface nghts owned by Utes 
88% of acres offered for leased were actually taken. 
25% of Ute owned surface that is offered is not leased $228.800 Bonus 

Leasing Variables and Assumptions ' $52,800 Annual rentals 1st 5-yrs 
BLM can lease it in FY98. 

$600,000 Initial environmental wsts 

$6.50 initial bonus per acre 
$1 S O  rental per acre first 5 yrs 
$2.00 rental per acre second 5 yrs 1,160.287 13.05 

50% offered each of first two years 

415,328 

$52,300 Annual net revenue from grazing leases. 
$20,000 Annual administration wsts. 

50% of bonus and rental go to the state. 

70,400 

70,400 
70,400 

70,400 s 

52,800 
52,800 
52,800 
70.400 
70,400 
70,400 
70,400 
70,400 

228,800 52,800 
52.800 
52.800 
52,800 
52.800 
70,400 
70,400 
70.400 

' (26,4003 '255,200' '2ii.89o 
(26,400) 308.000 225,910 

0 105.600 68.423 
0 105.600 60,444 
0 105,600 53,396 1 

0 123.200 55,031 
55,559 0 

0 140,800 49,080 
0 140.800 43,357 
0 140,800 38.301 
0 70.400 16,918 

(26.400) 255.200 54.175 

140.800 

i26.4ooj 3o8.000 57.760 , 
0 105.600 17,494 
0 105,600 15.454, 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 

(26,400) 
(26,400) 

0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 

105,600 
123,200 
140.800 
140,800 
140,800 
140,800 
70,400 

255,200 
308,000 
105.600 
105,600 
105,600 
123.200 
140,800 
140,800 
140.800 

13.652 ' 
14,070 
14,205 
12.549 
11,085 
9,793 ' 
4.325 I 

13,851 
14.768 
4,473 
3,951 
3,490 
3,597 
3,632. 
3,208 
2.834 
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This value of $1,545,727 has been rounded to $1,550,000 and increased by $360,000 to 

$1,910,000 to account for oil shale, flagstone and all other minerals whose value is speculative. 

This is done as follows: 

Leases for solid minerals on rank exploratory acreage in this area include a bonus of 

approximately $2 per acre, based on this Appraiser’s previous market research. Mineral rights 

are typically sold for approximately 2.5 times the bonus. Therefore, an estimated value for these 

rights on the acreage in which the U.S. owns the surface rights (60 percent of NOSR-2) is 

calculated as follows: 

$2 per acre x 2.5 x (88,890 acres x .6) = $266,670 

The acreage (40 percent of NOSR-2) on which the Utes own the surface is significantly impeded 

for the development of oil shale and flagstone. Development of either potential resource would 

have a far greater impact on the surface than gas development. However, every right has a value, 

and we have assumed a 50 percent diminution of the expected bonus. Therefore: 

$1 per acre x 2.5 x (88,890 acres x .4) = $88,890 

Summing $266,670 and $88,890 yields $355,560. This has been rounded to $360.000. 

5.6.4.2 Surface and Water Rights 

The highest and best use of the surface and water rights at NOSR-2 is related to the types of land 

capabilities present (Section 2.1.2). Only one percent of the area contains fair to good 

agricultural soil; this has been disregarded as statistically insignificant. The remaining 99 percent 

is either moderately sloped and suitable for domestic grazing, or steep and unsuitable for grazing. 

Livestock grazing is considered to be the highest and best use of the surface. A significant 

portion of the acreage is not suitable for livestock, but must be accounted for as part of the 
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whole, under the Unit Rule (Section 5.6.3). Constituent parts are considered as they enhance or 

diminish the value of the whole. The lower utility of this non-grazing acreage was accounted for 

in the Reconciliation. I 

In estimation of Fair Market Value for the surgace and water rights, we utilized the Comparable 

SalesMarket Data Approach. Eighteen sales (Appendix E) of large tracts of ranch and range 

lands in the five years preceding October 1, 1996 (for temporal comparability) were found. The 

location of these sales is shown on Figure 5.4. Ten sales were in Utah, seven in Wyoming, and 

one in Colorado. Surface and water rights were sold togethej in every instance that we have been 

able to document. All properties included water rights suitable for stockwatering andor 

irrigation. 

We looked for transactions that fit the definition of Fair Market Value (Section 5.5). Fifteen 

sales were between private grantors and grantees, mostly ranch companies. Terms in almost 

every instance were cash or cash equivalent; in one sale, owner financing was specified. Two 

sales were from private grantors to the Nature Conservancy (two of the three sales with the 

highest price per-acre), and one was from a private grantor to the Rocky Mountain Elk 

Foundation (the fourth-highest priced sale per-acre). The nature of these transactions was 

considered in the Reconciliation. 

Parameters such as proximity to NOSR-2, adequate water rights for livestock grazing, access. 

topography, improvements, BLM permits, size, etc. were considered in relating the comparability 

of the market transactions to the property being appraised. The key factor was suitability of the 

comparable properties to surface and water uses similar to those at NOSR-2. In other words, we 

looked specifically for transactions in which the dominant type of surface was described as desert 

pasture (or native dry pasture, dry winter range, etc.), such as at NOSR-2. 

The transactions ranged in size from 3586 to 139,584 acres. Mean size was 29,970 acres, which 

compares reasonably well to the size of the surface rights owned by the United States at NOSR-2, - 
approximately 53,334 acres. 
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FIGURE 5,4 

LOCATION OF COMPARABLE SALES TO NOSR-2 



The amount of desert pasture (or equivalent) in all the transactions ranged up to 90,OQO acres. 

Mean size was 12,745. The appraised value per acre for desert pasture ranged from $25 to $56. 

Mean appraised values per-acre for th is  type of surface was $36. 

Those properties in which this type of use dominates are Comparable Sales 1, 3 and 4. The 

amount of desert pasture (or equivalent) in these three transactions ranged from 1 1,120 to 17,484 

acres. Mean size was 13,359 acres. The appraised value per acre for desert pasture in these sales 

ranged from $25 to $41. Mean price appraised per acre for this type of surface was $3 1, which 

is within about 14 percent of the mean price per acre of desert pasture for all 18 transactions. 

This is considered sufficiently close to support a comparison of the total sales price per-acre at 

these three ranches with the value of the surface and mineral'rights at NOSR-2. The sales price 

for desert pasture-dominated transactions ranged from $338,000 to $490,000. Mean sales price 

was $429,000. On a per-acre basis. the range was from $28 to $42.18. The mean was $33 per 

- acre. These numbers are at the low end of the sales price per-acre for all 18 properties (range 

= $28 to $350; mean = $98), reflecting the relatively low value of this type of surface. 

This Appraiser has given relatively less weight to the high values paid (total sales price) by the 

Nature Conservancy and Rocky Mountain Elk Foundation (although appraised values for desert 

pasture were similar). This is due to the high values potentially related to scenic, biologic, 

recreational and other resources, as well as to the motivation of the buyer and seller. (These are 

often transactions related to land preservation and estate planning and may not be true, self- 

interested, market-place transactions.) 

We note that the three most comparable transactions are close in time to the as-of date, October 

1, 1996. They all occurred from October 24, 1994 to May 7, 1996. Terms were cash. The 

properties were relatively large. Groups like *e Nature Conservancy were not involved. Water 

rights were suitable for livestock. 
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Finally, as shown above, values for desert pasture in these three transactions were very similar 

to those for the 18 transactions as a whole. Therefore, this Appraiser estimates a Fair Market 

Value for the surface and water rights at $30 per acre, which reflects the fact that much of the 

acreage at NOSR-2 is not suitable for grazing. 

5.7 ANALYSIS OF WHOLE PROPERTY 

5.7.1 Acreage with U.S. Surface, Water and Mineral Rights 

Based on the market data, assumptions and methodologies described above, this Appraiser valued 

this acreage as follows: 

53,334 acres - - 88,890 acres x 60 percent 

53,334 acres x $54.00 per acre = $2,880,036 

This assumes a value of $24.00 per acre for the mineral rights - see below - and $30 per acre for 

the surface and water rights, based on the Comparable Sales described above in Section 5.6.4.2. 

5.7.2 Acreage with U.S. Mineral Rights Only 

Nonprospective Acreage was valued at $13.05 per acre, based on the income stream derived from 

bonuses and rentals, three ten-year lease cycles - the lease bonus method, described in Section 

5.6.4.1. 

$13.05 x 84,730 acres (the nonprospective acreage not affected by 
the seismic options) = $1,105,727 , 

Seismic option acreage (4160 acres) = $440,000 

Nonprospective Acreage plus Seismic Option Acreage = $1,545,727 

This has been rounded to $1,550,000 
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This was increased by $360,000 to $1,910,000 to account for oil shale, flagstone and all other 

minerals whose value is speculative. 

/ 

$1,910,000 / (88,890 acres x .9) = $23.87 per acre of leasable land, rounded to 
$24.00. 

The fraction .9 accounts for the 10 percent of the acreage (.25 of the Utes’ 40 percent) that is 

assumed to be unleasable. Leasable land is estimated to be 80,001 acres. 
. 

$24.00 per acre x (35,556 acres x -75) = $640,008 

The leasable portion of Ute-surface lands is described by the equation: 35,556 acres x .75 = 

26.667 acres. 

Therefore, $640,008 is the estimated value of .the U.S. mineral rights under the surface owned 

by the Utes. 

5.7.3 Sale of a Part of NOSR-2 . 

This Appraiser considered the option of sale of a part of the U.S. interest in NOSR-2. The most 

likely division would be between the 40 percent Ute-owned surface lands and the 60 percent 

U.S.-owned surface lands. This option was rejected as no1 tending 

United States. 

5.7.4 Divestiture Costs 

to maximize value to the 

We have assumed divestiture costs of $200,000 for NOSR-2. This is based on information 

provided by the Department of Energy related to the sale of the NOSR properties. Total 

divestiture costs for all of the NOSR properties were estimated at $1,700,000. These total 

divestiture costs were partitioned at $1,300,000 for NOSR-3 and $200,000 for each of the 

undeveloped properties (NOSR- 1 and NOSR-2). 
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The divestiture cost fractions for the NOSR properties are based on the assumption that the 

majority of costs would be associated with the producing properties that require the most DOE 

personnel. For the NOSR properties, $1,300,000 for NOSR-3 represents roughly 75 percent of 

the total NOSR divestiture costs. The $200,000 divestiture cost estimate for NOSR-2 represents 

about 7 percent of the estimated value of this property. 

5.8 FAIR MARKET VALUE 

This Appraiser diligently utilized as many of the above approaches as possible, and then 

performed a so-called reconciliation. This important aspect of an appraisal is the judgment 

process performed by the Appraiser as to which of the various approaches should be given the 

most weight in the combined estimate of the Fair Market Value. 1n.most cases the various 
approaches will give varying answers. It is the appraiser’s duty to reconcile the approaches, one 

against the other, and then estimate the Market Values in accordance with the level of confidence 

in the numbers derived from each of the approaches. 
, 

Our reconciled valuation, based on the market data. assumptions and methodologies described 

above is as follows: 

$2,880,036 (for the U.S. surface. water and mineral rights) 

+ 640.008 (for the mineral rights under Ute-surface acreage) 

$3,520,044 
- 563,934 (for the $600,000 EIS, discounted 13.2 percent) 
- 200,000 (for the estimated divestiture costs) 

$2,756,110 

This has been rounded for appraisal purposes to $2.8 million. 
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6. COMPARATIVE ANALYSIS 

The estimated value of NOSR-2 to the United States under each of the specified options is as 

follows: 

ODtion 1 : Retention and operation of all or part of NOSR-2 by the Secretary of Energy under 

Chapter 641 of Title 10, United States Code. Value = $260,000. 

Option 2: Transfer of all or a part of NOSR-2 to the Department of the Interior for leasing in 

accordance with the Mineral Leasing Act (30 U.S.C. 181 et seq.) and surface 

management in accordance-with the Federal Land Policy and Management Act (43 

U.S.C. 1701 et seq.). Value = $790,000 

Option 3: Transfer of all or part of NOSR-2 to the jurisdiction of another federal agency for 

administration under Chapter 641 of Title 10, United States Code. No value derived, 

this option is considered nonviable. 

Option 4: Sale of the interest of the United States of all or a part of NOSR-2. 

$2,800,000. 

Value = 
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7. RECOMMENDATIONS 

The option recommended to maximize value to the United States is Option 4, sale of the interest 

of the United States of all or part of NOSR-2. Evaluation of this option results in an estimated 

value of $2,800,000 which is more than three times greater than the next highest estimated value 

of $790,000 for Option 2, transfer to the Department of the Interior for leasing. 
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APPENDIX A 

WATER RIGHTS TABLE AND DISCUSSION 





General Overview 
surface and Ground Water Law 

State of Utah 

Utah Water Law 

The State of Utah uses the prior appropriation system for the allocation of its surface and 

ground water. Surface and ground water may be severed, exchanged, transferred or sold 

in Utah. The State Engineer, who is the Director of the Division of Water within the 

Department of Natural Resources, is in charge of most water allocation issues. 

Prospective water users must apply to the State Engineer for a permit which converts-to a 

water right upon proof of an actual diversion. The State Engineer considers availability of 

unallocated waters, whether the use will be beneficial, or whether appropriation would 

impair the rights of other users. Most energy activities would fall into the category of 

beneficial, however, domestic and agricultural use generally get priority in the permitting 

process. One noteworthy feature of Utah water law is the power of the State Engineer to 

issue a water right for energy development that is limited in time to the duration of the 

project. At the expiration of the right, the water reverts back to the public and is available 

for further appropriation. I 

Surface Water Rights 

Water rights can be severed from a property if the state approves an application for a 

permit. An applicant inust show diligence in pursuing the water and continue the 

permitted use in order for the water right to become “perfected” or “certificated.” When 

a water right is perfected, that entitles the watei right owner to continue water production 

subsequent to a transfer of ownership of the property from which the water is being 

diverted. If the water user does not show diligence, have certificated water rights or has 

an unapproved application, the water in question is considered unappropriated and will 

not belong to anyone upon transfer of the property. 

b 

State Water Law in the West. Los Alamos Scientific Laboratory. 1979. I 



NOSR-2 WATER RlGHTS 
start ' 

Units Date Source Location Applicant Use 

BtM ' 0.015lcfs ' 186lIStockwatering Goat Terrace SDring 11300. E2000 

1861lStockwatenng IDuches Hole Spring (2000. W 600 BLM ! 0.015lCfs 

BLM I Olcfs 18851 

BLM ! 0 . 0 5 h ~  186llStockwatering Tabyago Spring LOO. E 2000 

BLM : 0.015lcfs I 1861IStockwatering [Spring 

BLM O.O15!cfs 

ELM 0.251 ac-it 1861 1Stockwatenng Reservoir I 300.. E 2000 

IT12S. R18E Sec. 1 NW, S 

I 1112s. R18E Sec. 2 NE; S 

Hunt Oil Co. Olcfs 18851 /Green River I 
I 
T12S. R18E Sec. 1 SW, N 

I f 

I 

1 

I I 

I North Death Canyon I T12S R18E Sec. 13 NE; S 
11500. w 1500 

lEnen River 
1 I 

i 1 
I I I T12S. R18E Sec. 13 SE, N I 

2000. W 2500 
'Tl2S. R18E Sec. 24 W4: S IDeath Canyon 

!South Death Canyonifl2S. R18E Sec. 26 NE; S 

1861 1 Stockwatenng 
I 

, 
BLM 0.251ac-ft 1861 I Stockwatenna i Reservoir I1 $00. w 2000 

1861 I Stockwatenng 1 Point Reservoir BLM : 0951ac-ft i 

1861 I Stockwatenng , Point Reservoir 
I I 
I 1 i INorth tittle Rock T12S. R18E Sec. 34 W4; S 

186 1 IS tockwatenng I House Reservoir 

lWest TabyagO 1500. W 1200 1861 I Stockwatenng , Reservoir 
W e  Rock House 

1861lStockwatenng ,Soring 
JSouth Llttte Rock 

1861 IStockwatenng !House Reservotr '2500. E 100 
;North Big Canyon 

BLM 01 18851 I Rock House CreeK ! 

I ]North Outhause .T12S. R18E Sec. 25 SW; N 

I fSouth Outhouse '112s. R18E Sec. 25 SW; N 
12000. E 2000 

i i 800. E zoo0 

' 100. E IO0 
T12S. R18E Sec. 35 SE. N 

'T13S. R18E Sec. 4 NE, S 

, T13S. R18E Sec. 3 SW; N 

T13S. R18E Sec. 16 N4: S 

I (  i West Tabyago T13S. R18E Sec. 34 NW; S 

0.251 ac-ft I BLM 

BLM 

BUM I 0.251ac-ft 

ELM 0.015lcfs 

ELM 0.251 ac-it 

B t M  0.251 ac-ft 1861 I Stockwatenng Fiat Reservoir 1600. E 100 

BLM 0.015lcfs I 1215/801Stockwatenng ; Soring 1600. E 600 

BLM . 0.015lcfs 1861 I Stockwatenng 1 Hideout Spring 

BLM s 0.015hfs ' 186llStockwatering !Soring 

BLM 1 0.015fcfs ' 1861IStockwatering ;Spring 

BLM I 0.015fcfs ' 18611Stockwatenng Spring 

BLM 

BLM 0.015lcfs 

ELM 0.0 1 51 cfs f 1861IStockwatenng !Rock Spring 

ELM 0.251 ac-ft 1861iStockwatenna i Reservoir 11000. E 200 

! 0.7i ac-ft i 

t 
I 

I 

I I I 
I I 
I I 

I I il000. w 1000 

I I T13S. R18E Sec. 15 W4; N 
20. E20 ! ! i i 

I I North Mushroom 'T13S. R18E Sec. 13 W4; S 
h O .  E 600 

I i I 
I 1 [Middle Mushroom ;T13S, R18E Sec. 14 SE. N 

1100, w 1000 
T13S, R18E Sec. 22 N E  S 

/Tl3S, R18E Sec. 26 W4; N 
11000. E 100 

'' (Lower Mushroom iT13S. R18E Sec. 26 W4: N 
1100, E 1400 

2500. E 1300 

i 
I IWest Tabyago 1000. w 500 
i 1 I I 

I i ISouth Big Canyon 
1861 IStockwatering I Flat Reservoir 

1861 1 Stockwatering 1 Spring 

I 
i i 

I T12S. R19E S ~ C .  5 NW, S 1 

I iGrey Knolls ITlZS, RISE Sec, 9 N4; S 

I i 

I 



NOSR-2 WATER RIGHTS 
r S&tt 
Applicant Units Date Use Source Location 

i 0.251ac-fi 18611Stockwatering Reservoir ELM 

ELM ' 0.251ac-ft ' 1861 I Stockwatering 1 Reservoir 1900. E 700 

Lower Grey Knolls T12S. R19E Sec. 21 E4; S 
1700. w 200 

I I I I 

1 11000. E 500 
I 

1861 I Stockwatenng 
I I 
i I ' I I 
I I I 

I 1 [Tabyago Canyon IT12S. R19E Sec. 30 W4; N 

Upper Benton Bench ITIZS, RISE Sec. 29 SW; N 

!T12S, Rl9E See. 32 NW; S 1 Middle Benion 

T12S, R19E See. 33 E4; S 

Lower Benron Bencn 1T12S, RISE Sec. 32 SW, N 

ELM i Aac-ft 

BLM I 0.5 1 ac-fi 1861 tstockwatering Bench Reservoir .1000. E 1000 
I 

1861 I Stockwatering Dog Knoll Reservoir ELM i 3.31ac-fi 

1300. E 1300 
1 I 

ELM I 0.25lac-ft ' 1861IStockwatenng Reservoir 
I I 1 I ITl3S. R19E Sec. 4 NW; S 
! I I 

BLM 0.01 Slcfs 1861 iStockwatenng 'Dog Knoll Soring '800. E 50 
T13S R19E Sec. 8 NE; S 

ELM 0.01.5lcfs 1861IStockwatenno 'Cat Canvon SDring 1700. W 100 
i 1 iLower Tabyago ,T13S. R19E Sec. 7 N4: S 

B t M  0.25iac-ft 1861 I Stockwatenng ' Basin Reservoir 1000. W 1000 
I I I IUpper Tabyago ,T13S. Rl9E Sec. 7 W4; N 

1861 i Stockwatenng 'Basin Reservoir '600. E 1000 I 1 
BLM a 0.25iac-it 

I I I 1 IT13S. R19E Sec. 16 E4; S 
I 

1861 Stockwatenng ! Mustanger Reservoiri400. W 2000 
! T13S. R19E See. 16 W4; S 

1861 1 Stockwatenng ! Mustanger Soring ' t 000. E 1000 
[Chimney Canyon ;T13S, RISE Sec. 19 S4; N 

I 1500. W 500 186 1 I S tockwatenng ' Reservoir 

I 0.25i ac-it ELM 

ELM 

ELM i ~iac-ft 

I 
0.015lcfs 

I 

I f I 
I I I I I 
I I I I I 

I I I 

Total 0.15lcfS 
anal : 3.85iac-n I 
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July 25, 1996 . (  

Honorable Haeel R. O'Leary 
SBtx&tary of Energy 
U.S. Department of Xnterior 
1000 Independence Avenue, 8.W. 
Washington, DOC. 20585-SO00 

Re: Naval O i l  Shale Reserve No. 2 

War Madame Secretary: 

It is -e understant3ing o f  the U t e  Xndian Tribe (Tribe) that the 
Dopartnrent of Enewf (DOE) is examining, at Congress' direction, 
whether and by what means Naval O i l  Shale Reserve No. 2 (NOSR-2) 
shoulcX be separated froan federal ownership or management. This 
letter is to advise DOE of the Tribe's interest in becoming the 
OWnm Of NOSR-2. 

The Tribe is the owner of approximately 1.3 mil l ion  acres of land 
on and exercises jurisdiction over the nearly 4 . 1  mill ion acres of 
.land that comprises the UFntah and Ouray Reservation. The U i n t a h  
and Ouray Reservatfcln (Reservation) is the present-day title used 
to refer to two cantSguous reservations that w e r e '  separately 
established for the use and ocoupancy of the Ute Lndfans. By 
Executive Order of October 3, 1861, 2s confirmed by the.  A c t  of May 
5 ,  3864, ch. 77,  12 Stat. 63, the Ulntah valley Reservation was 
establltshed. By Executive Order of January 5 ;  1882, the 
UncolJppahqre Reservation was established. Today, the two combined 
reservations are the homerand of the Wintah, Whiteriver and 
Uncompahgre Bands of Ute Indians, which comprise the Ute Indian 
Tribe. 

NOSR-2 is located in Uncompahgre portion of t&e Reservation, h UR 
area known as the H & U  Creek Extension, underlies a surface estate 
awned by the T r i b e  and ie surrounded by tribal lands, The Tribe 
has historically managed tha surface of NOSR-2, along with its 
other lands, and haa controlled "and limited access to the area. 
Over the last six m o n t h s ,  the Tribe, in conjuncttion w i t h  the S t a t e  
o f  Utah and local non-Indian governments, formulated prapased 
legislation that would transfer all of the minerals in the Hill 

. .  . 
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,creek Extension that; arepMIed by the Uniteb Statea to the Tribe, 
hcsludhg NOSR-2. Senator Hatch of U t a h  has tentatively agreed t o  
introduce the measure once the language of the proposed legislation 
is in final form. 

The mibe recrently learned that the Congress has crearly stated its 
belief that the Unit;ed States should' look at altarnative use and 
ownemhip scenarios for  it8 petroleum ~eservee. To this end, the 
Tribe understands that DOE is now reviewing different management 
systems for NOSR-2, including its sale, lease or transfer. This 
new approach, in the Tribe's view, davetails w i t h  its plans to 
reacquire NOSR-2, the same having a t  one t h e  been fully titled 
the Tribe as part of thd Uncompahgre Reservation, and to manage the 
Hill Creek Extension as one contfguoua area. 

a .  bliscussion 
As the above-discussion should UUlstrate, NOSR-2 is quite unlike 
any other petroleum reserve administered by DOE. The unique nature 
of NOSR-2, along w i t h  prautfcal, legal and equitable 
considerations, strongly suggests that the reserve be transferred 
to the Trfbe. fn this regard, the Tribe offers the following 
.information for review by DOE. 
1. The Tribe has f o r  many years managed a large portion of the 

Ell1 Cree)r; Extension as a tribal wilderne66 and cultural urea. 
X f  it w e r e  to acquire fu l l  title t o  NOSR-2, it would, 
thereafter, be able to truly designate parts of the H i l l  Creek 
Extension as wilderness for the protection of endangered 
spea$es and tribal historical .and burial sites. 

The HL11 Creek Wtensian has and. continues to possess great 
cultural and historical significance to the Tribe. It is for 
that reason that the Tribe has in the past l imited access t o  
'the area and severely controlled ground disturbance. If 
persons wishedto develop NOSB-2 for any purpose, development 
w i l l l  not occur , without the Tribe'e. cooperatfon and 
involvelnent 

me land and minerals comprising NOS#-z were' 4r ig ikaly  
by the Tribe. NOSR-2 lies wholly , w i U '  the Wuhdaries' of the 
Uncolnpahgre ReSQrVatiOn, which was f omally acknowledged to be 
tribal pkoperty in 1888. Irr 1948, a potion of .the Uncompahgre 
Reservation wae restared to'trfbal. @wnership., Le., h e  Hill 
meek EYtension. Tha only reason that some of the mineralis I 

underlying the X i 1 1  Creek Extension were not returned to the 
Txibe a t  that time was that the ' I ;  creation . I.. of NOSR-2 . . ... - - . had . aade . .  

2. 

I '. . .  . .  . -. . . .  
3. 

-, at& a return impossible. '* .. . . . . .. 
.. , I .  I . , e  . . I i, . .. 

. .- . . . . a .  '. , . .  , t :  .. ZI 
I .  

I I 

. .  . .~ . .  : . . . ... .. . 
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4. If DOE wetre to divest itself o f  NOSR-2, there io legal 
authority for -'conveyance of 'the reserve to the mibe by the 
Secretary og Xnterior. 25 U.S.C. 99463(a) and 465. 
Moreover, but for the existence of N O S R O ~ ~  the lands w o u l d  
have been earlier classified as "open and unclaimed" and could 
have been previously transferred to the Txibs under 25 U.S.C. 

The T r a e  has been advised by the U.S. Geological Survey that 
MOSR-2 ,has some potentia& for natural gas development. The 
Tribe, like. all other governments, is in need of adaitional 
funds w i t h  w h i c h  to Fund essential. governmental sewices. 
I b L t e d  gas development.wiUtin NOSR-2 could aid the Tribe i n  
supplying suoh services h a  the face of declining contributians 
from the Federal Government f o r  Indian programs. 

Because of placemint of NOSR-2 under, around and vithin tyfbal 
lands, it is only the mibe that can realistically benefit 

, l r o m  ownership of the reserve. M e r ,  it is only the mihe 
that can regulate, steward and oversee . the reserve in  
conjunction w i t h  and as part of an ovesull plan that pro- 
devehpraent and simultaneously protectsthe wildlife, cultural 
and religious resources of the area. 

The Tribe recognizes that DOE may have had "other plans" for NOSR- 
2. However, the Tri.38 believes that only placement o f  the resame 

the Tribe's name will operate t o  accomplish the development and 
preservation g a l s  hpficit in Congress' directive that the United 

1463 (a) 

5.  

6. 

'States divest itself of petroleum ownership. 

a 
The T r u e  seeks the assistance of DOE w i t h  regard to NOSR-2 h 
three respects . F f r s t ,  the Tribe  would appreciate DOE'S 
b%volvswaent in persuadipg Congress and the Ahinhtrat ion that 
transfer of 'NOSR-2 .to the Tribe makes practical , economic and legal 
sense. T h i s  inVOlVetbent, fn the Tribe's view, would entail DOE Md 
tha Tribe w o r k i n g  w i t h  approgbriate ~ongressional committees to D O V ~  
the mattex forward, In the event DOE I s  opposed to providing the 

_teq'Usted. assfstanoe, the !bib8 would aJsk only that it not' publhly  
oppose transfer of NOSR-2 ta the Tribe. Second, ' t h e  Tr ibe  may look 
to MIE for assistance in preparation of any legislatFon.'necessary 
to effectuate the land transfer. Third, 'if the 3s. to develop 
and proteut the NOSX-2 lands as envisioned by congress and the 
Adrministration, it w i l l  require s.om8 fofm of short-term technical 
assistance to prepare necessary Tong-term plans and objectives far 

- *  . .  .. . #oSR-2 0 
- 

. -  .. . 
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C a n c l a  

As should be evident., there is only one logical recipient for WOSR- 
2 i f  it i s  the intention of the United States to divest itself at 
management  or ownership of tho resemie. The Tribe hopes t h a t  DOE 
recognizeq UIh fact and will offer its support and assfstance t o  
tbe -be in its efforts to have the lands of NOSR-2 returned to 

If Po& has questions or if additional information is needed, please 
contact the Tribe's Energy & Minerals Direator, Ferron Secakukxa, or 
legal counsel, Robert S. Thompson, 111, at (801) 722-5&41. 

tribal ownership. 

Boos 

.UintahandOurayTribalBusiness 
Committee 

ec: David A. A13ison 
Ferron Secakuku 

. !  . .  

. a  .. , 

. .. 

. .  

. a. - . -  
>I.  .. 
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LEASE SALES IN THE AREA OF HIGH COMPARABILITY * 

Lease 

51 3 

S I  8 --- 

537 46707 Utah State 

538 46708 Utah State 

539 46709 Utah State 

-~ 

-_ 

Lessee 
AndermanISmith 
&Co. ’ 

Andermankmith 
& co. 
AndermanlSmith 

- 

- - __ 

& co. 
AndermanISmith 
- -- . . ._ - . -- 

& co. 
AndermanlSmith 
& co. 
Consolidated Oil 8 
I____. - 

Gas Inc. 

& co. 
Consolidated Oil 8 
Gas 
AndermanlSrnith 

AndermanlSmith 
I_____-- 

___ 

& co. 
$onsolidated Oil 8 

. - - ._ 

540 -_ I 1 467101Utah State IGas -__ 
542 I I 467191Utah State IMacMillan, Logan __ .-- 

Consolidated oil 8 

Cons%iid%d Oil8 

Bayless, Robert 

Bayless, Robed 

Bayless, Robert 

AndermanISmith 

__. 

543 46720 Utah State Gas 

46721 Utah State Gas 544 

46722 Utah State Jr. s45 

549 Jr. 

s53 

S76 46910 Utah State & Co. 

________ - 

____ .- .- __- 

46728 Utah State - 

46733 Utah State Jr. __ 
- c _ ~ -  

Date 
Effective 

1/31/94 

1/31/94 

113 1 I94 

4/25/94 

4/25/94 

9/26/94 

9/26/94 

9/26/94 

9/26/94 

9/26/94 
9/26/94 

- . __ - - - 

- ___ ___ 

__ - 

___-. 

-__ 

--- 

- - -. 

9/26/94 

9/26/94 

- . 

9/26/94 

9/26/94 

9/26/94 

-____ 

3/27/95 

Bonus 
$/Acre 

$1.32 

$5.13 

$ 1.32 

$3.17 

$3.17 

- $10.13 

$7.50 

$7.00 

$4.50 

$5.00 
$1 .oo 

$7.00 

$7.00 

$1.21 

$ I  .21 

$1.07 

$3.00 

_. -- 

- 

-_ 

. -____ 

--_ 

. --__ 

.___ 

_--__ 

--___ 

- 

Annual 
Delay 
Rental Acres Royalty 

$ 1.00 640.00 12 112 

$ 1.00 640.00 12 112 

- - __ . -__ - __ 

__ - - - - - - - 

$ 1.00 640.00 12 112 

$ 1.00 581.50 12 112 

$ 1.00 640.00 - 12 112 

$ 1.00 640.00 12 112 

$ 1.00 476.98 12 112 

$ 1.00 640.00 . 12 112 

$ 1.00 640.00 12 112 

$ 1.00 640.00 12 112 
$ 1.00 640.00 12 112 

_ __ 

-. -_ - 

___ 

____.___ 

.-_____ - _- - .- 

___. 

$ 1.00 1 642.36 1 12 112 

$ 1.00 I 160.00 I 12 112 

$ 1.00 I 640.00 I 12 112 __ 

, 

I 
Term 
Years Location 

- 10 - . - T I  1 S, R15E, SLB&M -- See. 36 All 

10 T l IS ,  R16E SLB&M Sec. 16All 

- - - 

. . . - ._ -. 

T11 S, R16E, SLB&M Sec. 32 All 

T I  1S,R14E SLB&M Sec. 2 All 

-_ 

I-__ 10 TI IS,  R14E, SLB&M Sec. 16 All 

10 T I  IS,  R14E SLB&M Sec. 32 All 

I O  T12S, R15E, SLB&M Sec. 2 All 

10 T12S, R15E SLB&M Sec. 16 All 

__- 

-.-___ 

T12S, R15E SLB&M Sec. 36 All 
T13S, R16E, __- SLB&M Sec. 16 All 

. T13S, R21E SLB&M Sec. 2 All __-- 

___ 10 b I 3 S .  R21E SLB&M Sec. 16 E1/2E1/: 

10 . T13S, -- R21E SLB&M Sec. 36 All 

I O  T14S, R21E SLB&M Sec. 32 All 

10 T I S ,  R21E SLB&M Sec. 16 All 
-T?iS, R 15E, SLB&M Sec. 32 N1/2, 

I O  N1/2SW1/4, NW1/4SE1/4 

* See Plate 4 



LEASE SALES IN THE AREA ‘OF HIGH COMPARABILITY * 

Lease 

AndermanlSmith 

__ S98 47067 Utah State & Co. 
Gerrity Oil & Gac 

s99 47068 Utah State Corporation - . 

AndermanlSmith 
47069 Utah State & Co. SlOO 

SlOl 47070 Utah State MacMillan, Logan 
AndermanISmith 

47071 Utah State & Co. SI 02 

47072 Utah State & Co. S103 
S104 47073 Utah State MacMillan, Logan 
S105 47074 Utah State MacMillan, Logan - 
S l l l  47082 Utah State Jones, Vern 

____ ___ 

_. 

___._ - - - _I__._ 

-- 
- 

S115 47086 Utah State Bayless, Robert Jr 
AndermanlSmith 

F1 75231 U.S.A. & co. 
AndermanlSmith 

F2 75232 U.S.A. & co. 
AndermanISmith 
& co. F3 75233 U.S.A. 

F5 75235 U.S.A. Litmus EPO. LLC 

F6 NC 75514 U.S.A. 
F7 75236 U.S.A. 

__- 

. ___._.I.. ~- - 

.- 

__ 

S G $ V  
McCormick 
Litmus EPO. LLC 
Sonja V 

-. . --.- I _ _ _ . ~ . .  _-- 
_.__ - 

IF8 (NC 1 75515 (U.S.A. iEMc:rnck 
Corporation ~ _ _ _ _ _ _  F23 75087 U.S.A. 

F28 .NC 75133 .U.S.A. Jesus Escalante 
_- 

Date 
Effective 

8/28/95 

8/28/95 

8/28/95 

8/28/95 
8/28/95 

8/28/95 

8/28/95 
8/28/95 
8/28/95 
8/28/95 
8/28/95 

8/28/95 

5120196 

5/20/96 

- - - ____ 

_--I_ 

.- - __ . 

___---__ 

-- ___ 
- - - .. 
___ __ 

-_- 

- 

_. - -_. __ 

5120196 
5120196 

____- 

512 1 I96 
5/20/96 

512 1/96 

2/26/96 
2/27/96 

_I--._ 

___ _-__ .. 

Annual 
Bonus Delay 
$/Acre Rental Acres Royalty 

$3.12 $ 1.00 641.92 12 112 __-__ ._. .- -- - , -- 

$3.26 1 $ 1.004 640.00 I- 12 112 - *___ i- 

$13.76 $ 1.00 634.92 12 112 

$1.08 $ 1.00 320.00 - 12 112 
12 112 $1.03 1.00 638 

___ $2.12 $ 1.00 640.00 12 112 

I $1.08 - I $ 1.00 640.00 12 112 
$1.11 $ 1.00 640.00 12 112 
$1.03 $ 1.00 640.00 

-’ 

12 112 
$1.51 $ 1.00 640.00 12 112 
$3.03 $ 1.00 640.00 12 112 

$1.13 $ 1.00 640.00 - 12 112 

$2.00 $ 1.50 824.22 12 112 

$2.00 $ 1.50 320.00 12 112 

$2.00 $ 1.50 2465.60 12 112 
$2.00 $ 1.50 797.12 12 112 

$O:OO $ 1.50 704.03 ___ 12 112 
$2.00 1 $ 1.50[720.0Kl 12 - 112 - -- - 

$0.00 $ 1.50 1280.00 12 112 

$4.25 S 1.50 1518.48 12 112 

___ ___ _-I___ - _ _  - 

- - . - - - -__ 
_- _____ __ 

___I__---_ - --_ 

.__ _ ___ -. - - - __ __ . 
-I - 
___-._.I_-__- - -- - 

- _~ 
- -_I- __-- ____ 

____. _ 

- - - . -- - - - -_ -__ __ - - - -- 

- - -_ 

-- -- -. 
_- - ____ 

______ 

$0.00 I $ 1.50 I 80.00 . I 12 112 

* See Plate 4 

I 

Term 
Years 

10 

10 

10 

10 
l o  

_. _ _  - 

--_ __ 

Location 

T I  IS, R15E, SLB&M - Sec. 2 All 

T1 l S ,  R15E, SLB&M Sec. 16 All 

T11 S, R16E, SLB&M Sec. 2 All --- 

T11 S, R16E, SLB&M Sec. 36 N112 
TI IS. RI~ESLB~M Sec. 2 AH 

10 T l l S ,  R17E, SLB&M Sec. 16 All 
-I_ c 

T11 S, R17E, SLB&M Sec. 32 All 
T1 IS, R17E, SLB&M Sec. 36 All 
fi%,18E, SLB&M Sec. 32 A l l  
TiZs,2i5E,SLs&M Sec. 16  AI^ 

----I_ 

10 
l o  
l o  
-- 

10 

10 

10 T l l S ,  R16E, SLM Sec. 12 

T12S, R21E, SLB&M Sec. 36 All 

T l l S ,  R16E, SLM Sec. 6,17 

-__ 

- --.__I 

--- 10 
10 

T l l S ,  R16E, SLM Sec. 27,28,29,30 
T l IS ,  Rl’IE, SLM Sec. 4, I O  

R17E, SLM Sec. 6, 18,19 
R17E. SEC 12.24 

10 P l l S ,  R17E, SLM Sec. 15,22 

10 
10 

T l l S ,  R17E, SLM Sec. 1,11,13 ‘ 
T l IS ,  R20E, SLM Sec. 13,20 



LEASE SALES IN THE AREA OF HIGH COMPARABILITY * 

Map Lease 
No. # Lessors Lessee 

Security Energ! 
F53 

. AndermanlSmith 
74387 U.S.A. Operating F55 

Security Energ! 
Company F56 74388 U.S.A. 
AndermanlSmith 

- F63 74395 U.S.A. Operating 
AndermanlSmith 

74396 U.S.A. Operating F64 
AndermanlSmith 

- F65 74397 U.S.A. Operating 
AndermanlSmith 

~F71 74403 U.S.A. Operating 
Palo Production 

F77 74420 U.S.A. Corp. 
Security Energy 
co. ~F84 73896 U.S.A. 
Anderman Smith 

F95 73664 U.S.A. Operating 

74386 - U.S.A. co. 
--I- --_I -__. 

___ - .  __ - _ _ ~ _ _ _  i -_ 

__~ 

._I__-.~-- __I---___. 

__ -__ 

I Security Energy 
,E. 73665 U.S.A. co. 

Anderman Smith 

Security Energy 

Anderman Smith 

F97 73666 U.S.A. Operating 

FlOO 
_I____.. _I_ 

73668 U.S.A. co. - 
Operating /736691U.S.A. 1 
Security Energy 

IF101 __-_A___ - 1 
IF102 1 173670/U.S.A. /Co. _-__I___ 

Security Energy 

F120 

Date 
Effective 

5/22/95 

5/22/95 

5/22/95 

. 

. - _ _  __ . 

5/22/95 

5/22/95 

5/22/95 

5/22/95 

5/22/95 

2/27/95 

1 1128194 

11/28/94 

____ 

---_ 

--___ 

1 1/28/94 ___- 

I 1/28/94 
.- -___ 

I 1/28/94 

11128l94 

1 1/28/94 
8/29/94 

- -- ---- 

- $42.50 -- $ - 1.50 2000.00 

$2.00 ---- .$ -- 1.50 961.50 

$18.00 $ 1.50 320.00 

$2.00 $ 1.50 1189.12 

$2.00 $ 1.50 1600.00 

$11.00 $ 1.50 2075.94 

$2.00 $ 1.50 640.00 

$2.00 -- $ 1.50 349.65 

- $40.00 $ 1.50 1920.00 

$6.25 $ 1.50 201.70 

- ____ __ 

- -_ .. __ -. . 

_- _-__ ~__-. 

. --.__ 

-- $28.00 - $ 1.50 1120.00 

- $23.00 $ 1.50 120.00 

$28.00 - $ 1.50 899.77 

__ $28.00 $ 1.50 1200.61 

$27.00 ..-_ $ 1.50 1440.00 

$38.00 I $ 1.50 f 
$7.75 $ 1.50 :4741qt) - 

Royalt) 

12 112 

12 112 

12 112 

12 112 

12 112 

12 112 

12 112 

12 112 

12 112 

12 112 

12 112 

12 112 

12 112 

12 112 

12 112 

12 112 
12 112 

- 
_- 

_ _  

- - 

- - _. -. - 

-___I 

.- - - 

.- - - ___ 

_- 

_ _ _  

__ __ 

_ _  ._ 

_. __ - __ 

. ._ 

. -- -- 

Term 
Years 

10 

10 

10 

10 

10 

10 

I O  

10 

10 

10 

10 

10 

___ 

-_ - 

. -_- 

_.____ 

____ 

____ 

10 

I O  

_-_- 

10 

10 
I O  

. 

Location 
T12S, R14E, SLM Sec. 
10,11,12,13~14,15 - 

TIIS, R15E, SLM Sec. 5,9,11,15 --- 
T12S, R15E, SLM Sec. 13 

TI IS,  R16E, SLM Sec. 19,20 

TI lS,  R16E, SLM Sec. 21,22,23 

T12S, R16E, SLM Sec. 28,29, 30, 31 

T I  ~- IS, R17E, SLM Sec. 9 

-- 

T13S, R21E SLM Sec. 3 

r12s, R15E, SLM Sec. 24,?5,26 

T12S, R14E, SLM Sec. 4,5 

T12S, R14E, SLM Sec. 10,12,13,14 

T12S, R14E, SLM Sec. 24 

M2S, R15E, SLM Sec. 17,18 

T12S, R15E, SLM Sec. 19,20 

T12S, R15E, SLM Sec. 21,27,28 

r12s, R15E, SLM Sec. 33,34,35 
Tl lS. R16E. SLM Sec. 31 

-~ -~ 

I_ 

* See Plate 4 



Map 
uo. 

-1 22 

-134 

-1 35 

‘142 
‘146 

‘155 NC 

‘157 NC 
-164 NC 
-165 
-166 

-169 NC 

-1 70 

=I 73 
-174 
‘175 NC 

-176 

P6 

P7 

P9 

P I0  

- . 

-- -- __ 

- I-. 

-- - 

- 

- 

----- 

---__. 

I__-- 

/ 

LEASE SALES IN THE AREA OF HIGH COMPARABILITY * 

Annual 
Lease Date Bonus Delay 

# Lessors Lessee Effective $IAcre Rental Acres 
Consolidated O&G 

8/29/94 73436 U.S.A. 

73165 U.S.A. Inc. 5/23/94 

Energy 5/23/94 73168 U.S.A. 

2/28/94 73006 U.S.A. Resources 
73012 U.S.A. Dorothy Jones 2/28/94 

72665 U.S.A. . Company 

__ _.__ 
Inc. 
Wells Petroleum 

Western Interior 

McCulliss 

._ - - . -- ~. 

.~ 

__ __ -- 

._ _____ 
Chorney Oil 

Palo Production 

$11.50 $ 1.50 1280.00 

$2.00 $ 1.50 480.00 

$2.00 $ 1.50 400.00 

.__ $3.50 $ 1.50 2054.68 
$2.00 $ 1.50 -.861.96 

- - . __ - - - -. . 

__- 

___--- . 

I 

-.-__.__ - 

72013 U.S.A. ’ ChornG Oil q 5 % 9 3 - r $ T F  
72014 U.S.A. Chornev Oil Co. 5/24/93 $530 $ 1750 391.75- - __ 

Palo Production 
Corp. 72059 U.S.A. 
Palo Production 

72018 U.S.A. Corp. 

71395 U.S.A. 
71401 U.S.A. 
71647 U.S.A. Nielsen Energy 

Palo Production 
Corp. 71408 U.S.A. 

________ - 

-- .~ ~ _ _  - 

__-- IGore Oil Co. 1K.D.E. -___ Enterprises/ I__ 10/13/94 __ - 1 -. NA / S l . O O  __ &80.00 

Gore Oil Co. K.D.E. 10/13/94 NA $1.00 160.00 _______ _ _  __.__ 

Gore Oil Co. K.D.E. 10113194 NA $1 .OO 200.00 

Gore Oil Co. K.D.E. 10/13/94 NA $1.00 120.00 

- _- - __ . I__ - . 

Royalty 

12 112 

12 112 

12 112 

12 112 
12 112 

12 112 

12 112 
12 112 
12 112 
12 112 

12 112 

I __ 

I__ 

____ 
__  

12 112 

12 112 
12 112 
12 112 

12 112 

I 

- - _ _  

12.5% 

12.5% 

12.5% 

12.5% 

_ 

- 

Term 
Years 

10 

10 

I O  

10 
I O  

--- 

- ____ 

10 
I O  
10 

-___ 

10 

5 

5 

___ __ 

5 

5 

Location 

TI IS, R20E, SLM Sec. 1,11,12 

TIIS, R15E, SLM Sec. 15,17 

T12S, _- R20E, SLM Sec. 15,24 

T12S, R15E, SLM Sec. 7,8,9,10, 17 
n 2 S ,  -~ R20E, SLM Sec. 9,10,13,20 

T I  1 S, R21 E, SLM - Sec. 6 

- - - - . .- I---._-I_ 

-- 

/ 

___ 

T15S, R21E, SLM Sec: 5,6 
f72S. R15E. SLM Sec. 29.30.31 . .  
fi IS, Rl9E, SLM Sec. 31 
r ? ? m O E .  SLM Sec. 4.8 

T15S, R21E, SLM Sec. 4,7,8,9,18 

T I  5S, R21 E, SLM Sec. 19,30 - 

T11S. R14E. SLM Sec. 7.15.17.18.19 

T14S, R21E, SLM Sec. 
3,4,10,15,22,23,27,34 

rl2S, R14E SLM Sec. 33 N2NW 
ri2S, R14E S L T G .  28 S2SE 
UWSE, SESW 
W S ,  R14E SLM S z - 2 6  SWNW, 
r12s2 

SWSW 

~ 

r12s, R14E SLM Sec. 27 N2SW, 

* See Plate 4 



LEASE SALES IN THE AREA OF HIGH COMPARABILITY * , 

Aonual 
flap Lease Date Bonus Delay 
lo. # Lessors Lessee Effective $/Acre Rental 

1 1 l ~ o m a s  
K.D.E. Enterprises 9/15/94 

Daniel and 
David Freed K.D.E. Enterprises 9/16/94 ;I ;tl; - _-- .___-____ . 

I Median 
Mode I 

- I (NA= Not available; lessor and lessee would not disclose bonus. In othc 
Ithe bonus Drices were ComDarable to federal andstate leases in the vic 

Acres 

1,716.60 

40.00 
-. -__- - 

360.00 

__I- 

-- 
62708.49 

areas of N1 
ity. 

-__I 

* See Plate 4 

I I 
Term 

Royalty Years Location 
T12S, R14E SLM Sec. 26 SWNW, 
N2S2 Sec. 27 N2SW, SWSW Sec. 28 
S2SE, NWSE, SE SW Sec. 33 N2NW 
T13S, R14E SLM Sec. 3 Lots 3,4 Sec. 
4 Lots 1,2,3, SESE, S2SW Sec. 8 
NENW, N2NE Sec. 9 SWSW Sec. 17 
W2NW, SENW, N2SW, NWSE Sec. 11 

-__- 
12.5% 5 E2NE - . - -- 

12.5% 

12.5% 

T12S, R14E SLM Sec. 24 SENE 
T11 S, R20E SLM Sec. 13 E2NW, 
NESW, W2SE Sec. 24 N2NE, SENE, 

___-. 1 
SR-2 where the bonus was disclosed for a fee lease, 

I 

I I 





APPENDIX D 
SEISMIC OPTIONS SURVEY FOR NOSR-2 

Date Active in Use Exploratory OPTION TERMS Total Costs Earned 
Data Costs per Other per MI’ Working Person Interviewed O f  Uinta Basin Seismic Activity 

Interview E 8r P Options W) Acreage Data Costs Mi* of option Costs o f  Option Interest REMARKS 
----I--- 

Barrett Resources 
Peter Dea, Manager-Exploration 7- 16-96 Yes NO 25 

MeridianlBurlington Resources 36-50 mi’ o f  data. 
Assume 43. $25,000/mi2 x 18 mi* $900.000- 

$59,722 75% 43 = $1,075,000 . Regional Land Supervisor-Rockies 7- 16-96 No Yes 25-30 ( I 1.520 ac) 3 1,250,000 .-- $59,722 

Option from mineral rights 
$34,593 $25/ac $50,60O/nii’ 80% owner, not o i l  company 

Option from mineral rights 
owner, not o i l  company, 

$ 16,000 $ IO/ac $22.400 83% “Concession Agreement” 

I1,OOO ac 
Pat Winkler, Geophysicist 7- 16-96 Yes Yes 33-50 (17.2 mi’) $595,000 

Snyder Oil Corporation 
Paul Brooke, Senior Landman 7-16-96 Yes MO 25 (3 I .25 mi’) $500.000 

Inland Resources 

20,000 ac 

John Dyer, Vice President 7- I 1-96 Yes No 0 

Bob Christensen, Vice President 7- I 1-96 Yes Yes I O  
Petroglyph Operating 

Sumniit Resources 
John Beatty 10-15 mi’ ,Assume 12.5 mi’, 

Coastal Oil & Gas 
$40.000 50% (8,000 ac) Sr. Exploration Geophysicist 7- I 1-96 No Yes IO0 (6400-9600 ac) $500,000 $40,000 --- 

Walt Johnson, Sr. Staff Geophysicist 7-1 1-96 Yes Yes I O  ( 1,280 ac) $84,000 $42.000 $I0/ac $48,400 80% 

Coastal Oil & Gas - Option 2 72 mi’ , I  

2 mi’ 

(46,080 ac) $l,25O,OOO $ I7,36 I $5/ac $20.56 I 80% --________--- 
Slawson Exploration 640 ac 

Slawson Exploration - Option 2 

Steve West, Division Geophysicist 7- I 1-96 No Yes 90 ( 1  mi2) $50.000 $50.000 -_- $50,000 75% 

800 ac 
(1.25 mi*) E75,IJM) $60.000 -__ $60.000 80% 

Slawson Exploration - Option 3 640 ac 
(I nii’) $60.(Il)O $60.000 --- S60.il00 70% 

640 ac Slawson Exploration - Option 4 
I ( 1  mi*) $70,000 $70,000 --- $70,000 70% 
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NOSR-2 COMPARABLE SALESIMARKET'DATA 
(Wyoming and Colorado) 

Heading Sale 1 [Sale 2 Sale 3 Sale 4 Sale 5 Sale 6 Sale 7 Sale 8 

Grantor n l ~ u t t ~ e  Inv. CO. Cattle Shadid ~ Bar Hiller Land Co. Bogle Farms Co. 

Grantee Goodman Philip Faddis Agti-BUS LVSt Bar Ranch LLC Cook 
Date of Sale 5/7/96 1/31/96 2/15/95 I 1 OD7194 W14193 1 1/6/92 2/42/92 8/6/90 

Dikeou, 
Wachsman 1 Sun Land 8 ONeil & Quarter Circle Met Life Ins. 

Anshutz, Anderson Booth Land 8 Quarter Circle Cross Mtn 

Moffatl Rio 



\ 

, 

NOSR-2 COMPARABLE SALES/MARKETbATA 

Cunningham Canle 

10 lo 30 miles NE T13N. R9W. T14N. 

I I I i I 100 : 
I 1. This sale contained 4200 AUM's @ SZCUAUM BLM Sheep Pennlls. 855 AUM's Q SZO/AUM Slate I I I 

I I 
I I Pemllu, 268 AIM'S @ S39AUM Forest Sheep PbmldS and 2.460 AUM's @ S75iAUM Foresf cattle I I I i 
I Ipsmllls. I I I ! I 

I (S~IWCI Leases, SMAUM's @ WDIAUM Stale Canle Leases. 11.ooO AUM's @ WOlAUM BLM Canle 

I'&scnbed as deser( scrub I I 
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DISCUSSION OF DISCOUNT RATES 

Conceut of Discounting; Cashflow vs. Market Values 
-. 

Although the concept of discounting is widely accepted, the selection of the appropriate discount 

rate ha.! been the source of considerable debate and much disagreement. Gustavson Associates, 

for the puiposes of valuing the NPR-2 & 3 as well as NOSR-1,2 & 3 properties, applied different 

discount rates to the different sites due to (a) the relative risk associated with developing and 

producing them and (b) the different ownership and operator under the retention and sale 

scenarios. These discount rates were built up as described in detail below. 

Gustavson Associates have studied the market for producing oil and gas properties. It has been 

found that recent market transactions (sales and purchases) have recently been conducted at net 

present values of the future cashflows determined at discount rates in the 17 to 18 percent range. 

These rates are applied on a pre-tax basis and to a cashflow based on nominal oil prices. At the 

same time the weighted cost of capital has been 10 to 11 percent. 

Further, it has been found that the market discount rate has been varying over the last decade as Further, it has been found that the market discount rate has been varying over the last decade as 

a direct function of the weighted cost of capital for the oil sector. For example, in the early to 

mid- 1980s during high inflation rates and with the cost of capital being in the 15 percent range, 

producing properties sold at discount rates around 22 to 23 percent. again a mark-up of about 7 producing properties sold at discount rates around 22 to 23 percent. again a mark-up of about 7 

percent. percent. 

It is apparent that the oil sector in general requires a reasonable reward or profit corresponding 

to about seven percentage points for taking the risk of putting its capital to work. The same 
seven point mark-up for risk has also been experienced in other extractive industries of high unit- 

value commodities such as copper. Interviews with financial executives have revealed that these 

industries target their internal rate of return at the same general level. namely 17 to 18 percent. 

They discount at higher rates for more risky properties such as non-producing reserves and at 

lower discount rates for less risky (thereby buying at higher purchase prices). 



We have analyzed these seven percentage points which the oil sector wants to realize above and 

beyond the return of its capital, with interest. But first, we will discuss the cost of capital. 

\ COST OF CAPITAL 
R 

Cost of capital rates vary, but can be generalized for pzirticular industries. This is the case with 

the oil industry, where the cost of capital as surveyed by the Society of Petroleum Evaluation 

Engineers (SPEE) is averaging 10.2 percent in 1996 (Spring). This number is weighted for debt 

at 30 percent. On the other hand, it was hypothesized that the government’s cost of capital 

should approximate Treasury bill rates, that is, be weighted as 100 percent debt. Further, the 

financial industry will normally not make commercial oil loans much past five years due to 

oilfield reserve half-life generally being around five years. A rate of 6.5 percent (an average of 

the 5-year U:S. Treasury-bill interest rate over the last several years) was considered appropriate 

for this analysis. That rate (6.5 percent) is readily reconciled with the 7 percent suggested as a 

, 

fall-back by the OM&B. 

As mentioned above, producing U.S. oil properties sell at 7 percent above the industry cost of 

capital. We make the assumption that the Federal Government will be exposed to the same risks 

as an oil operator as will a large oil company. 

In this Consultant’s opinion, this risk associated with oil &d gas production can be further 

summarized as follows. The risks relate to the realization of the predicted cashflow. Cashflow 
(net revenue before income taxes) is predominantly the produced net quantity of oil or gas 
multiplied by the market prices of the commodity less the operating cost. Local taxes play less 

of a role. Therefore, there are three risk categories inherent in oil and gas production, namely 

market price risk, operating cost risk, and production rate (quantity) risk. Market price risk is 

that risk associated with the rise and fall of oil and/or gas prices worldwide, in the operating 

region or both. The second category, operating cost risk, is that risk associated with the 

fluctuations in the cost of operations. Finally, there is production rate or engineering risks 

inherent in any oil and gas project, namely that risk associated with the ability to forecast and 

meet a specific rate of production subject to reservoir dynamics. 

F-2 



Based on market research, these various subcategories of risks have been broadly quantified as 

follows: market price risk weighs heavily and makes up about 3 percent of the total of 7 percent 

while operating cost and production rate risks are approximately 2 percent each. 

A few market examples help support the numbers presented above. The 2 percent adjustment 

for operating cost risk can be clearly seen through the following example. Oil company and 

other investors are often given the choice between purchasing full working interest in a particular 

property, or merely a royalty interest in a producing property. Full working interest indicates that 

the investor will be responsible for all costs and will share in the net revenue interest from the 

production. A royalty interest conveys the right to receive oil or cash from the production 

without being responsible for any operating cost. Therefore, royalty inter sts usually sell at a 15 

percent discount rate or expected rate of return), while total working interests sell at 17 percent 

discount rates as discussed above. This 2 percent difference represents the market’s operating 

cost risk adjustment. In other words, when there is no operating cost risk the market values a 
producing property at a high value corresponding to a 2 percent reduction in the discount rate. 

Production rate risk can be quantified by comparing the oil industry with another extractive 

industry, where the rate of production of the commodity is rarely a factor, for instance, the 

aggregate industry. Only sand and gravel price and cost of production and transportation are 

major risks and not reserves or short-term rates of production. Aggregate industry operators 

usually experience a discount rate of around 15 percent for discounting the net casMows 

associated with an operating mine or quarry. Production rate risk is again the difference between 

these two numbers, namely 2 percent. , 

Finally, the remaining three percent can in discount rate adjustment for risks be attributed to price 

risk. This is further proved by looking at the newly formed oil and gas derivatives market. A 

knowledgeable investor who understands and has experience in the derivative markets can nearly 

eliminate all market price risk associated with oil and gas investments, by locking into a set price 
for the commodity well into the future. This has had a profound effect on the valuation of oil 

and gas properties; the cumulative effect of efficiently using derivatives to hedge against price 
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fluctuations has increased the value of subject properties by about 3 percent (when applied to 

future net cash flow) lending further proof to the discussion above. 

A summation of the three major risk factors and their corresponding effect on discounted present 

value yield a total of a 7 percent adjustment, equal to the difference between cost of capital and 

market price. 

APPLICATION TO DOE STUDY 

- 

The composition of both the public (government) and private (US oil compaqy) discount rates 

used in the DOE study are summarized in Table F-1 . All of the specific discount rates used in 

the study for all of the different properties are summarized under different use scenarios in Table 
F-2. As discussed throughout the DOE study, Gustavson Associates studies four general 

scenarios available to the DOE for each of the five properties. The property could be retained 

by DOE (Scenario l) ,  the property could be transferred to the DO1 for leasing by the BLM 

(Scenario 2), or to another department or agency (Scenario 3) or the property could be sold 

outright to the private sector (Scenario 4). For purposes of discounting future cashflow (income 

and expenses), Scenarios 2 and 3 can be treated as one. 
/ 

Table F-2 includes eight different “income” categories for all five properties (not all are 

applicable to all properties), and one expense category (surface maintenance) with varying 

discount rates applied depending on the characteristics of the property and the owner. Each 

category as well as its determined discount rate can be explained as follows: 

“Royalties” is defined as that royalty income to be received by the DOE or another 
government agencyjdepartment (only possible under Scenarios 1, 2 andor 3 andor for 
NPR-2, NPR-3 and NOSR-3), from existing and future production on a property currently 

operated by a third party; thus only those properties which are currently producing or 

predicted to produce are applicable. The appropriate rate to be used to discount this 

‘ 

expected income stream would be the government’s or public sector cost of capital (6.5 
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TABLE F-I COMPOSITION OF A DISCOUNT RATE 

I ENTITY TYPE 

3ISCOUNT RATE PUBLIC PRIVATE 
ZOMPONENT (US GOVERNMENT) (US OIL COMPANY) 

ZOST OF CAPITAL 6.50% 10.20% 

~~ 

WOJECT RISK: 
PRICE RISK 3.00% 3.00% 

OPERATING COST RISK 2.00% 2.00% 

PRODUCTION RATE 2.00% 2.00% 

rOTALS 13.50% 17.20% 



TABLE F-2 DISCOUNT RATE SUMMARY 



percent, see above) plus price risk (3 percent) and production rate risk (2 percent) which 

relate to the amount of royalty. The total adjusted discount rate equals 1 1.5 percent total. 

,Since DOE would not operate these properties, its royalty revenue is not subject to 

operating cost risk. 

“Royalties (to estimate bonus/sale price)”, is the same royalty income as above; 

however, the property has been sold to the private sector (not the public sector) (Scenario 

4 - only for NPR-2), and thus should be discounted as an investment from the private 

sector’s perspective. Thus, instead of starting at the public sector’s cost of capital, we 

start with the private sector’s (10.2 percent, see above) and add price and production rate 
risks (3 and 2 percent, respectively) which equals a total of 15.2 percent. This revenue 

is likewise not subject to any operating cost risk. 
I 

“Grazing”, is considered income received by allowing ranchers grazing privileges for 

their livestock (Scenarios 1,2, 3 and 4 applied to all properties). A discount rate of 10 

percent is used for Scenarios 1,2 and 3. The Office of Management and Budget (OMB) 
Circular No. A-94 recommends using a discount rate of 7 percent for “public 

investments”; conveying independent rights to graze on government property is considered 

to constitute such an investment. To this 7 percent must be added an additional “livestock 

price risk” component of 3 percent, the only difference being that the commodity in 
question under this analysis is livestock and not oil or gas. We have not studied the 

commodity market and hedging for best prices, but this approach was substantiated based 
on interviews with a few representatives of the ranching community. For Scenario 4, 

however, we start with the private sector’s cost of capital (10.2 percent) and account for 
“price risk” (3 percent) which equals 13.2 percent total. 

“Production” is that working interest income received from produced oil and/or gas 

(Scenario 1 and only applicable to NPR-3 and NOSR-3) on those currently produced 

properties which are operated by NPOSR. The discount rate adjustment used for these 

scenarios is 2 percent higher than that used for rovaltv income (as explained above) due 

to the fact that,the DOE is now the operator and does indeed face operating cost risk. 
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“Production (to estimate bonus/saie price)”, is based on the exact same income as wider 

“Production” & as transferred to another department and leasedsold or to the private 

sector (Scenarios 2, 3 and 4 for NPR-3 and NOSR-3). We must account for the value to 

that third party. In other words, this category assumes an industrv oDerator who continues 
producing the field until an economic limit is reached. The appropriate discount rate is 

therefore the same as the “Royalties (to estimate bonudsale price)” plus an additional 2 

percent due to the fact that operating cost risk must be accounted for, adjusting to a total 

of 17.2 percent for these scenarios. 

“Mineral leasing (bonuses & rentals)”, are those particular scenarios whereby a party 

(either another government agency/department or a private investor) would lease the 

property out to the other oil companies for their purpose of mineral extraction (Scenarios 

2, 3 and 4 for all properties). Under Scenarios 2 and 3 (another government 

agency/department), a discount rate is found by taking the Office of Management and 

Budget (OMB) recommendation for the appropriate discount rate used above for public 
investments, which is 7 percent. To this must added price risk, because a potential oil 
company lessor would be faced with commodity price risk. This is the same derivation 

used under the “grazing” scenario above. It is assumed that if prices for the commodity 

(be it livestock or oil) suddenly became depressed, the chances to lease the land for a 

particular use (be it grazing or oil production) is directly affected by the price of that 

commodity; thus, perception of price risk must be included when discounting the expected 

future income stream. This same methodology is also used under Scenario 4; however, 

since the property has been sold to the private sector under this case, we begin with 

industry’s cost of capital (10.2 percent). When perception of price risk is included, as 

above the total selected discount rate under this income category and Scenario will equal 

13.2 percent. 

“Rental of existing leases”, applies to those oil and gas‘leases that are pre-existing 

(applicable under all Scenarios for NPR-2). The appropriate discount rates are derived 

under the exact same methodology as “Mineral leasing” described in the preceding 

paragraph. 
, 
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“Income taxes”, refers to the federal tax income accruing to the Federal Government 

from first transferring and leasing or outright selling a property to an oil company and 

then expecting that taxpayer to produce the oil andor gas. The latter would in turn pay 

income taxes to the government (applicable for the three producing properties - NPR-2, 

NPR-3 and NOSR-3 for Scenarios 2 ,3  and 4). The first component of the discount rate, 

‘therefore, would be the government’s cost of capital, since the government is the “owner” 

of the tax rights. The risk components, however, should include all risk components 
outlined above (3 percent price risk + 2 percent operating cost risk + 2 percent production 

rate risk = 7 percent) because they all directly affect the net taxable total revenue 

generated, and therefore the perception of the risk of receiving the income tax to be paid 

to the government. The selected discount rate used under the “Income tax” scenario is 

thus 13.5 percent. 

“Surface maintenance” is actually an “expense” category, and involves the perception 

of the government’s future incurred expenses due to maintaining the surface land on all 

of the five properties. This future expenditure stream must be discounted in the same 
manner as the future income streams defined above for risk perception above the cost of 

capital; the appropriate discount rate is simply the base rate recommended by the OMB 

for public investments, namely 7 percent for each of the properties, under Scenarios 1, 

2 and 3 (the government retains the property under some form). There is no probability 
that the surface maintenance shall not be paid. 
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